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DON’T FORGET TO LOOK FOR THE STAR TO SEE THIS MONTHS TOP PICKS!

We will be closed for the public holiday here
in Queensland on Monday October 3rd

PO BOX 1265, INDOOROOPILLY QLD 4068
Online and email orders available 24/7
Telephone ordering available Monday – Saturday 9am-6pm

WE ARE OFFERING A MONTHLY BOOK
SUBSCRIPTION
FOR $29.95 A MONTH YOU WILL GET A
RANDOM MASS PAPER BACK (Includes $9.95
postage)

(YOU CAN SPECIFY A GENRE, OR LEAVE IT UP TO US)
Looking for a gift? Want a spare pen for bag?
We have the pretty Rose/Gold black ink pens
available for $2.50 each

LOOKING FOR MORE UNIQUE GIFTS FOR FAMILY AND FRIENDS?
WE HAVE LIMITED COPIES OF STAR WARS: KNITTING THE UNIVERSE
AVAILABLE FOR $24 ($39.95 RRP)
ALSO AVAILABLE TO ORDER
HOCUS POCUS COLORING BOOK $40 TRADE P/BACK
HOCUS POCUS CROSS-STITCH KIT $14.99
LEGALLY BLONDE JOURNAL $24.99

LEGALLY BLONDE KIT MAGNETS MINI JOURNAL AND PEN
$14.99
JANE AUSTEN MATCHMAKING MEMORY GAME $35.00
CHRISTMAS WITH ELVIS HARDCOVER $29.99
AFTER ANYTHING ELSE CRAFTY, LET US NOW AND WE CAN SEE WHAT WE CAN FIND FOR YOU

Gift vouchers are available to purchase online, we can them email or mail them
*Prices subject to change without notice. Our catalogue is divided into genres which can be identified by the side tabs on each page. These are the symbols to look for:
susPense
paranOrmal
eroTic
regEncy
Become a Friend of Rosemary’s Romance Books!
conteMporary&Humour
romaNtica
histOrical

ALL IS BRIGHT– RAEANNE THAYNE
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Sage McKnight is an architect working at her father's firm
who takes on her most challenging client in Mason Tucker.
The former pro baseball player is still healing after a plane
crash left him a wheelchair-using single dad. Sage knows her
work on Mason's new home in Hope's Crossing is her best
work yet, and she won't let her grumpy client prevent her from
showcasing her work personally. With Sage's gift for taking broken
things and making them better, the matchmaking talent of the locals and
a sprinkling of Christmas cheer, Mason doesn't stand a chance against
the power of the holiday season.
A MAGICAL NEW YORK CHRISTMAS – ANITA HUGHES
$25.95 *REPACK*
It's Christmas week when Sabrina Post knocks on the door of a
suite at the Plaza Hotel in New York City, ready to accept the
ghostwriting position for the memoir of Grayson Westcott-an
art dealer. A struggling journalist, Sabrina can't believe her luck: a
paycheck and six nights in her own suite at the Plaza. She feels
like Eloise, the heroine from her favourite children's books. To
make the job even more exciting, Grayson recounts how he
worked as a butler at the Plaza sixty years ago for the author of the Eloise
books, Kay Thompson. What promises to be a perfect week is complicated
when Sabrina meets Ian Wentworth, a British visitor, at the hotel bar. When
Ian assumes Sabrina is another wealthy guest at the hotel, she doesn't correct
him -a decision she doesn't regret after learning that Ian is a member of the
British aristocracy. But things are not what they seem. The truth is: Ian is not
a wealthy lord; he's actually the Lord’s personal secretary. As the week
unfolds, will Sabrina and Ian learn the truth about one another?
THE CHRISTMAS DRESS – COURTNEY COLE
$25.95 *REPACK*
When hopeful fashionista Meg Julliard must return to her
hometown to manage her late father's apartment building, she
thinks her dreams of making it in the fashion business are
over. Add in her father's eclectic roster of tenants who all need
Meg's attention, a host of building related disasters, and a
handyman she keeps embarrassing herself in front of, and this has all the
makings for the worst Christmas she's ever had. Ellie Wade, one of the
building's longtime residents, is also not feeling the Christmas Joy this
year. She is preparing to move into a nursing home and is in the process of
sorting through her belongings. Every corner of her apartment holds
memories, some good, some bad. But there's one dress she hesitates to pack
up as it represents both the best and worst night of her life. Ellie and Meg
strike up a friendship and the story of Ellie's dress comes out. Ellie gifts the
gorgeous dress to Meg, hoping that it will bring her more luck, on the
condition that she wear it to the building's Christmas party. The dress
magically fits, and while it eventually leads to the best night of Meg's life, it
also acts as inspiration for Meg to follow a life-long dream of her own, a
dream that will help save the crumbling Parkview West.
THE CHRISTMAS VILLAGE – ANNIE RAINS
BOOK #2 $25.95
Book #1 The Summer Cottage. When Lucy Hannigan returned
to her childhood home, one of the first things she did was join
the local book club. And thank goodness, because its Lucy's first
Christmas without her mother. To make matters worse she has
to take in a tenant and the only person interested is Miles Bruno,
her ex-fiancé. As the town competition heats up in the Merriest
Lawn decorating contest, Lucy can't help feeling like a Scrooge. Her mom
won the contest each year, but as much as Lucy would like to carry on the
tradition, she isn't sure she has it in her to deck the halls this holiday. When
Miles shows up with tons of tinsel, dozens of decorations, and lots and lots
of lights, Lucy begins to wonder if maybe the spirit of the season will finally
mend her broken heart.

HOME SWEET CHRISTMAS – SUSAN MALLERY
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 The Christmas Wedding Guest. Until Camryn Neff can
return to her "real" life in Chicago, she's in Wishing Tree to care
for her twin sisters. She's not looking for forever love. But hotelier
Jake Crane is a temptation she can't resist, so she suggests they pair
up for the season. No golden rings, no broken hearts. At his side,
she sees her hometown through Christmas-colored eyes. The cheer
is cheerier, the joy more joyful. She thought she had put her future on hold
but maybe her real life was here all along, waiting for her to come home.
New in town, River Best is charmed by Wishing Tree's homespun traditions
and warmhearted people. When she's crowned Snow Queen, she's honored
but wary. Dylan Tucker, her king, seems like the stuff of sugarplum dreams,
but she can't shake the feeling that he's hiding something. As they perform
their "royal" duties-tasting cookies, lighting trees-Dylan's good humor and
melty kisses draw her to the brink of love. But she can't let herself fall until
she uncovers his secret, even if her lack of faith means losing him forever.
WISHING ON A CHRISTMAS COWBOY – SARA RICHARDSON
BOOK #1 $25.95
Pediatric nurse Kyra Fowler is finally going to realize her dream.
She's got a job lined up at the most prestigious children's hospital
in London. There's only one little snag-first she has to sell the
Wyoming town she's just inherited from her estranged father. After
a little fixing up, the place should easily attract a buyer. Hopefully
she'll be celebrating the sale by New Year's. Ex-Navy SEAL Aiden
Steele couldn't save his brother-in-law on the battlefield, but he can
save his sister's ranch and give his nieces the life they deserve in the town
they love. He's not about to let some outsider make a mint selling to a
ruthless developer. Operation Save Star Valley is foolproof: show Kyra the
sights, let the Christmas spirit work its magic, and bam! She'll decide not to
sell and he can ensure his family is taken care of. Except as he tries to make
Kyra fall in love with the town, Aiden starts falling for her.
JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS – CAROLYN BROWN
BOOK #3 $25.95 *REISSUE/RENAME* (ORIG 10/11)
Originally published as “Darn Good Cowboy Christmas”. Book
#1 Love Drunk Cowboy, Book #2 The Honeymoon Inn
(Originally Reds Hot Cowboy). Raylen O'Donnell is one smokin'
cowboy. He could have any woman he wants, but he's never been
able to forget a certain dark-haired girl who disappeared from his
life. So when she suddenly returns to the ranch next door, Raylen's
not fixing to let her get away again. Raised in a traveling carnival,
Lizelle Hanson thought all she wanted was a house that didn't have wheels
and a sexy cowboy for her very own. But when settling down's going to take
some getting used to, and catching Raylen, the hotter-than-hell cowboy next
door, might just take a little holiday magic.
CHRISTMAS EVE COWBOY – PALMER/PEARCE/FOSSEN
$25.95
“Once There Was A Lawman” by Diana Palmer. FBI agent
Thomas Kincaid Jones has soured on love and Christmas, but
Annalisa Davis could change all that. Except the nurse doesn’t want
to get involved with someone whose job requires a gun on his
hip. And Tom has a case to solve that has nothing to do with
love. Yet the spirit of the holidays just might spark a connection.
“Christmas Creek Cowboy” by Delores Fossen. In Christmas
Creek folks go all out for the holidays, but Sheriff Calen Jameson is too
busy commiserating about cheating exes with his best friend, Emmy
Kendrick. Calen always thought their bond was too precious to risk, yet
maybe it's time to start making some changes. “Coming Home For
Christmas” by Kate Pearce. Lucy Smith thinks Santa has outdone
himself when Caleb Erickson shows up at her B&B. In high school,
Caleb was oblivious to her crush. But while they wait out a snowstorm,
he's discovering she may be the gift he never knew he wanted.
SOMEBODY LIKE SANTA – JANET DAILEY
BOOK #5 $25.95
Start with My Kind of Christmas. For Cooper Chapman,
moving next door to his newlywed sister in Branding Iron is
the biggest gift he could ask for this Christmas. The divorced
single dad knows his troubled teenaged son only needs the
healing balm of big skies and family ties. But soon after settling
into their new home, Trevor falls in with some wild friends at his new
school, leaving Cooper leaning hard on youth counselor Jess Graver.
With grace and wisdom, Jess soothes Cooper's worries over his son,
even as the elusive beauty stirs romantic feelings to life. With the holiday
growing closer, Trevor finds an unexpected mentor in a local farmer,
helping him build a horse-drawn sleigh for the Christmas parade. Now
the only thing that could make Cooper's New Year brighter would be
making warm-hearted Jess his own.
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DREAMING OF A HEART LAKE CHRISTMAS – SARAH
ROBINSON BOOK #1 $25.95
To raise enough money to start her own business, Nola
Bennett needs to sell "The Castle," her grandmother's
historic house. But Heart Lake's most eligible bachelor is
insisting she hang on to the property. He may be one of the
hottest, grumpiest men she's ever seen, but Nola has no time
to pine over her high school crush. All woodworker Tanner
Dean wants for Christmas is some peace and quiet, but that's
not going to happen with Nola Bennett back in town. How can he
persuade her to keep The Castle out of the hands of developers when
sizzling attraction flares every time they're together? And the more time
he spends with Nola, the harder it becomes to picture a future without
her. Includes the “The Christmas Wish” by Melinda Curtis!

BEST MAN RANCHER – MAISEY YATES
BOOK #2 $25.95
Book #1 Ranchers Forgotten Rival. Being his brother's best
man is a privilege for Kit Carson. The rancher likes his
future sister-in-law and he really likes her sister, Shelby
Sohappy. Now that he and Shelby are thrown together for
wedding preparations, Kit can finally make his move. Shelby
is still grieving her husband, so his offer is just one night with no stringshe knows her heart can't handle more. Kit is certain he's fine with that
until he isn't. And now Shelby's expecting. Can the best man prove he's the
man for Shelby? Includes “Want Me, Cowboy!” Poppy Sinclair kept her
feelings for Isaiah Grayson secret for a decade. When her boss enlists her
help in finding him a convenient wife, she threatens to quit-until Isaiah
counters with an interesting proposal: Why doesn't she marry him? Can she
say yes to sharing his life and his bed, but not his heart?
RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER – ROBYN CARR
BOOK #19 $27.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 10/20)
Start with Virgin River. Kaylee Sloan's home is full of wonderful
memories of the woman who raised her. But the memories are
prolonging her grief over her mother's recent death. A
successful author, Kaylee hoped she could pour herself into her
work. Instead she has terrible writer's block and a looming
deadline. Determined to escape distractions and avoid the holiday season,
Kaylee borrows a cabin in Virgin River. She knows the isolation will help
her writing, and as she drives through the mountains she immediately feels
inspired. Until she arrives at a building that has just gone up in flames.
Devastated, she heads to Jack's Bar to plan her next steps. The local
watering hole is the heart of the town, and once she crosses the threshold,
she's surprised to be embraced by people who are more than willing to
help a friend-or a stranger-in need. Kaylee's world is expanding in ways
she never dreamed possible. And when she rescues a kitten followed by a
dog with a litter of puppies, she finds her heart opening up to the animals
who need her. And then there's the dog trainer who knows exactly how to
help her. As the holidays approach, Kaylee's dread turns to wonder.
Because there's no better place to spend Christmas than Virgin River.
SUMMER AT HOPE HAVEN – KRISTIN HARPER
$25.95
Grieving the loss of her family in a terrible accident, Emily
escapes to Hope Haven on remote Dune Island, where they all
vacationed every summer. She hopes that fixing up the house
will also mend her broken heart, but the cottage holds more
than just childhood memories. Emptying her father's antique
writing desk, Emily finds a letter that reveals a devastating secret about her
parents. Full of questions, Emily worries that returning to the island was
the worst decision she ever made, until she meets Dr. Lucas Socorro.
Perhaps he will be the one to help her finally heal. But when Emily's
family secret spreads through the local gossips, her fragile heart breaks all
over again. Luke is the only one who could have started the rumours. Was
she wrong to trust him so easily? Now Emily has a difficult decision to
make. Does she pack her bags and leave the island for good? Or take a
risk that Hope Haven has everything she's been looking for?
AT HOME ON MARIGOLD LANE – DEBBIE MASON
BOOK #5 $25.95
Start with Summer on Honeysuckle Ridge. For family and
marriage therapist Brianna MacLeod, moving back home to
Highland Falls after a disastrous divorce feels embarrassing. Bri
blames herself for missing the red flags and worries she's no
longer qualified to do the job she loves. But helping others is
second nature to Bri, and she soon finds herself counseling her roommate
and her neighbour's daughter. Bri just wasn't expecting them to reunite her
with her first love. Caleb Scott knows his failed marriage has been tough
on his stepdaughter, so he's grateful she's found someone to confide in
even if it's Bri MacLeod. Seeing Bri brings up feelings he'd thought were
long buried. He knows it's not the right time for either of them to be
rekindling a relationship, but being with Bri feels right--like coming home.

RECKLESS FORTUNE – M M CRANE
BOOK #2 $25.95
Book #1 Bold Fortune. Bowie Fortune has always liked a risky
proposition. A bush pilot out in the Last Frontier, flying in and
out of places that give most pilots nightmares is what he lives
for. That and his off-the-grid home out by Lost Lake, where his
family has been living up close with the elements for
generations. When his sister dares him to participate in the local
version of a mail-order bride contest, he's not interested-but Bowie
doesn't back down from a challenge. Even when the challenge turns out to
be a woman who makes him want every thing he knows he shouldn't.
Entering a summer-long publicity stunt in far-off Alaska might seem
extreme, but Autumn McCall has always had an indomitable spirit. She
took care of her sisters and father after her mother died, and this is more
of the same-since she intends to win the contest. Immersing herself in the
pioneer lifestyle is one thing, but what she isn't expecting is Bowie with his
wicked smile. As the sparks fly between them, will they burn each other
alive-or learn how to simmer their way to a much bigger prize together?
THE SECOND CHRISTMAS – MARTA PERRY
$25.95
When Leah Beiler pictured returning to Promise Glen, she
imagined taking everything she learned from her aunt's business
in New York and starting up a quaint herbal tea shop of her
own. What she didn't expect was for Josiah Burkhalter to insist
on helping her. Josiah might have been her childhood
sweetheart but they've both changed a lot since then and Leah's not sure
she can trust the man who once broke her heart. Josiah is determined to
make the most of this unexpected second chance. When he hears of
Leah's plans to open her own shop, he resolves to help in any way he canbeginning his campaign to win her back by renovating the small cottage on
her family's farm. During her time away, Leah looked forward to once
again spending the holiday season with her family, especially Second
Christmas, December 26th, a time of celebrating with extended family and
close neighbours like the Burkhalters. But as Christmas nears, her feelings
for Josiah grow more confused. Now it will take all the magic of the
season for Leah to confront her fears and reach for the love she deserves.
THE AMISH MATCHMAKER – AMY LILLARD
$25.95
While most women her age are searching for husbands, Astrid
Kauffman has chosen a different path-writing romance novels
and donating her profits to her Amish community. But when
Astrid struggles with writer's block, she agrees to play
matchmaker for Imogene Yoder, a widowed mother of twin
boys. Perhaps the diversion-and the entrée it gives Astrid to the stories
among the Widows' Club-will spark her creativity. Fortunately, Astrid has
just the match for Imogene: a widower she believes is the finest, most
handsome man in town. In fact, Astrid realizes he's perfect for herself!
Soon, the plot thickens as Imogene questions what kind of marriage she
really wants, and Astrid wonders what kind of matchmaker falls for
someone else's match. But by letting faith guide the way, all involved may
discover true love has written a far better next chapter than any expected.
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ROPING THE TEXAN – DIANA PALMER
$25.95 *REISSUE* *2 IN 1* (ORIG 1997)
“Tyler” Nell Regan has learned the hard way that love's not
in the cards for her. Nell's life is here in Arizona, running her
dude ranch-alone. Until Tyler Jacobs arrives. Most men
barely notice Nell, yet Tyler makes her feel beautiful in a way
she never has before. But she's not about to mistake kindness
for love again. “Calhoun” Abby Clark is sick of being treated
like a child. Sure Calhoun Ballenger and his brother took her in when she
was just a girl, but that was a long time ago. She's not like the girlfriends
Calhoun usually dates, but Abby is determined to win his heart. Can she
show the man of her dreams she could be the woman he's always wanted?

Coming next month…
□ MERRY CHRISTMAS COWBOY – MAISEY YATES BK #2
□ THE CHRISTMAS BOOKSHOP – JENNY COLGAN *REPACK*
□ THE COWBOY COOKIE CHALLENGE – LORI WILDE BK #13
□ SANTA CRUISE – FERN MICHAELS *REPACK*
□ SUGAR PLUM WAY – DEBBIE MASON BK #4 *REISSUE*
□ A LITTLE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT – SHEILA ROBERTS *REPACK*
□ SNOWFLAKES AND STARLIGHT – MACOMBER/ROSS/SNOW *RI*
□ SECOND BRIDE DOWN – GINNY BAIRD BK #2
□ WYOMING HOMECOMING – DIANA PALMER BK #11
□ THE NEXT BEST DAY – SHARON SALA
□ LOVE FOR BEGINNERS – JILL SHALVIS BK #7 *REPACK*
□ BE YOUR EVERYTHING – CATHERINE BYBEE BK #2 T/P
Preorders…
□ ALL ROADS LEAD TO YOU – JACKIE ASHENDEN BK #2 DUE 29/11
□ HOLDING OUT FOR A COWBOY – AJ PINE BK #1 DUE 29/11
□ HOPE CREEK – JANET DAILEY DUE 29/11
□ COLORADO COUNTRY – DIANA PALMER T/P DUE 29/11
□ THREE COWBOYS AND A BABY – KATE PEARCE BK #1 DUE 27/12
□ THE TRUE LOVE BOOKSHOP – ANNIE RAINS DUE 10/1
□ ONE NIGHT RANCHER– MAISEY YATES BK #3 DUE 24/1
□ BREAKING ALL THE RULES – AMY ANDREWS T/P DUE 24/1
□ THE FAMILY YOU MAKE – JILL SHALVIS BK #1 DUE 7/2
□ END OF STORY – KYLIE SCOTT T/P DUE 14/2

A CHRISTMAS PROMISE
$27.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 1986)
“A Will and a Way” When her beloved Uncle Jolley died,
Pandora McVie couldn't imagine her life without him--only to
discover that he planned for her future by leaving her $150
million. But to collect her inheritance, Pandora must spend six
months in her uncle's isolated Catskills mansion with her cobeneficiary, Michael Donohue. If being set up on a half-year
date that lasts through Christmas by a last will and testament isn't humiliating
enough, Pandora finds living with Michael intolerable--even as she falls in
love with him. “Home for Christmas” Jason Law has travelled the world,
earning accolades for his in-depth journalism, reporting on history-making
events. But during that decade on the road chronicling other people's lives,
he didn't live his own. Now, back in his small-town home of Quiet Valley,
New Hampshire for Christmas, Jason wants to give his heart to Faith
Monroe. Ten years ago, he chose his career over their love, a decision he
deeply regrets. To rekindle their relationship, Jason will have to earn Faith's
trust and prove to her that when they're together, it's a wonderful life.

HIGH NOON
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK *REISSUE* (ORIG 2007)
Police Lieutenant Phoebe MacNamara found her calling at an
early age when a violently unstable man broke into her family's
home, trapping and terrorizing them for hours. Now she's
Savannah's top hostage negotiator, who puts her life on the line
every day to diffuse powder-keg situations. After watching her
talk one of his employees off a roof ledge, Duncan Swift is committed to
keeping this intriguing, take-charge woman in his life. Phoebe's used to
working solo, but she's finding that no amount of negotiation can keep
Duncan at arm's length. Especially when a man throws a hood over Phoebe's
head and brutally assaults her--in her own precinct house--and threatening
messages begin appearing on her doorstep. Duncan backs her up every step
of the way, as she establishes contact with the faceless tormentor who is
determined to make her a hostage to fear--before she becomes the final
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showdown.

STATE OF THE UNION – MARIE FORCE
BOOK #3 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 State of Affairs, Book #2 State of Grace.
President Cappuano has been working for months on his first
State of the Union address, his highest profile moment yet as
the country's new president. He's dealing with a wide array of
complex issues and is counting down to the televised speech
before a joint session of Congress. While he tries to strike the
right tone to assure the American people that their new
president is hard at work on their behalf, his wife, Metro Police Lt. Sam
Holland is faced with one of the most confounding cases of her career and
juggling some complex issues at home with the couple's children. Add to that
some vexing security concerns, and the first couple are on edge as they
wonder whether they'll pass this first big test for the fledgling Cappuano
administration. As always, when things get too hot to handle in the rest of
their lives, Sam and Nick turn to each other for solace as their bond grows
deeper by the day.

OVERKILL – SANDRA BROWN
$32.99 TRADE P/BACK
Former Super Bowl MVP quarterback Zach Bridger hasn't seen
his ex-wife, Rebecca Pratt, for some time--not since their volatile
marriage imploded--so he's shocked to receive a life-altering call
about her. Rebecca has been placed on life support after a violent
assault, and he--despite their divorce--has medical power-ofattorney. Zach is asked to make an impossible choice: keep her on life support
or take her off of it. Buckling under the weight of the responsibility and the
glare of public scrutiny, Zach ultimately walks away, letting Rebecca's parents
have the final say. Four years later, Rebecca's attacker, Eban--the scion of a
wealthy family in Atlanta--gets an early release from prison. The ludicrous
miscarriage of justice reeks of favoritism, and Kate Lennon, a brilliant state
prosecutor, is determined to put him back behind bars. Rebecca's parents have
kept her alive all these years, but if her condition were to change--if she were
to die--Eban could be retried on a new charge: murder. It isn't lost on Zach
that in order for Eban to be charged with Rebecca's murder, Zach must
CURSE OF SALEM – KAY HOOPER
actually be the one to kill her. He rejects Kate's legal standpoint but can't resist
BOOK #20 $27.95 *REPACK*
their ill-timed attraction to each other. Eban, having realized the jeopardy he's
Start with Stealing Shadows. The small town of Salem has been in, plots to make certain that neither Zach nor Kate lives to see the death of
quiet for months--or so Bishop and his elite Special Crimes Unit Rebecca--and the end of his freedom.
believe. But then Hollis Templeton and Diana Hayes receive a
warning in Diana's eerie gray time between the world of the
DEAD ON ARRIVAL – NICHOLE SEVERN
living and the realm of the dead that a twisted killer is stalking
$20.95
Salem, bent on destroying in the most bloody and horrifying
After barely escaping a deadly explosion, Officer Alma Majors has
way possible the five families that founded the town. The stakes are high,
one clue to identify the victim and solve the case: a sliver of bone.
especially for new friends Nellie Cavendish and Finn Deverell, both members
But it's going to take more than shrapnel to expose the culprit.
of the Five, and this time Bishop and his wife Miranda will lead the team to
Bomb expert Cree Gregson will risk everything to protect his
hunt down a vicious killer and uncover a dark and ancient curse haunting
neighbor from a killer determined to avoid exposure. Protecting
Salem.
his heart may prove more difficult.
ESCAPE FROM ICE MOUNTAIN – CASSIE MYLES
$20.95
When Jordan Reese-Waltham discovers her ex-husband's web of
deceit, she must rescue her beloved twin sons. Her destination:
past lover Blake Delaney's remote mountain retreat. The last
thing she expected is for the former marine to appear, offering
help. But with her nefarious ex determined to thwart her
exposing of his misdeeds, Jordan's reunion with Blake may end
as soon as it begins.
THE MURDER MUSEUM – ALICE CASTLE
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 The Murder Mystery. Beth Haldane is gazing at
enchanting paintings of the rolling English countryside
when her daydream is rudely interrupted: by the discovery of
a teenage girl unconscious on a marble bench. Shocked,
Beth realises this is no snoozing schoolchild. Someone
dastardly has carefully crossed the girls' hands across her
white dress, as if she's in a painting herself. And the girl's discarded red
backpack found in a corner of the museum is totally empty. Is someone
suspicious hiding evidence? And who would want to harm this innocent
soul? With poor Sophia in hospital, and the parents of Dulwich Village in
uproar that their little darlings might be next, Beth pesters police for
updates. And with her keen eye for detail and research skills, Beth is
perfectly placed to do some sleuthing of her own... but why are Sophia's
gaggle of friends so close-lipped? Has some typical teenage drama taken a
dark turn?

CAPTURED ON KAUAI – BARRY R FLOWERS
BOOK #2 $20.95
Book #1 The Big Island Killer. To discover why a fellow DEA
agent was murdered, Dex Adair is undercover at Kauai's most
beautiful resort. And when its owner, Katrina Sizemore, receives
threatening letters, Dex wonders if her husband's recent death
could be connected. But uncovering an insidious conspiracy
together means Dex and Katrina must put their fragile trust--and irresistible
passion--on one deadly line.
REUNION AT GREYSTONE MANOR – BONNIE VANAK
$20.95
When Roarke Calhoun's beloved aunt passes away, the FBI agent
plans to sell his family home. But, to his surprise, his teenage love--the
one who shattered his heart--has inherited the treasures and secrets
inside. Roarke and Megan must move past their history to discover
the truths hidden within the manor...even if it costs them everything.
PROTECTED BY THE TEXAS RANCHER – KAREN
WHIDDEN
$20.95
Wrongfully convicted of murder, Emma McBride wants nothing
more than to clear her name. When Trace Redkin offers his help, she
knows she can trust him--but can she trust herself to resist her
attraction to the rancher? The desire simmering between them isn't
the only peril they face as the murderer she's hunting marks her as his prey.
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HERE ARE TWO MORE FROM THE GREAT NORA ROBERTS AKA JD ROBB

BURIED DECEPTION –
AMANDA MCKINNEY
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK
After a young woman is brutally
attacked on a popular hiking
trail, the evidence points to the
notorious Black Cat Stalker. The
town of Skull Hollow enlists Dr. Mia Frost to
provide a psychological profile and assist in the
investigation. When another person goes missing,
Mia partners with Easton Crew, former marine
and current CEO of a tactical tracking company.
Both Mia and Easton are stubborn, strongwilled, and independent, but neither can deny
the attraction between them. As professional
lines blur, Easton starts to question Mia's
motives and worries she's getting too close to
the investigation. The mystery begins to
unravel, but so does Mia's mental health as the
clues dredge up her own haunted past. It soon
becomes evident that things aren't as they seem.
MONTANA WILDERNESS
PURSUIT – DANIKA
WINTERS
$20.95
Game warden Amber Daniels is
tracking a bear on AJ Spade's ranch
when he finds a hand wearing a
sapphire ring-one he recognizes.
In his line of work, trust can be
deadly, but Amber demands the truth. A
desperate search for truth makes them forget
their reservations. The rogue bear points to a
bigger threat, but which of STEALTH's enemies
is out to destroy them? And will they have time
to save themselves from the predators closing in?

HERE ARE TWO MORE FROM LESLIE WOLFE
THE ANGEL CREEK GIRLS
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Start with The Girl From Silent Lake. 9 hours ago: Widow Cheryl
Coleman stares anxiously out of her kitchen window while a storm rages
outside. When the knock comes, she glances back at her daughters
before opening the door with trembling hands. Now: Detective Kay
Sharp vows to get to the bottom of a heartbreaking murder that has
rocked Mount Chester. A single mother has been brutally killed in front of her
three daughters. The youngest, three-year-old Erin, is lying inches from the
body, her pigtails loose, her face tear-stained. Eight-year-old Heather is
discovered hiding under her bed. Sixteen-year-old Julie is nowhere to be found.
The first twenty-four hours are critical in child abductions, and the girls are the
key to saving their missing sister. But Heather is in shock and all tiny Erin can
say is "A monster came". When Kay finds three suitcases lined up in the
hallway, it's clear that the family were about to run away. But why? And who
were they trying to escape? Thanks to her own past, Kay knows all about
traumatic childhoods and she works around the clock to get justice for the
girls. Turning the town upside down, she uncovers the shocking truth about
their community: it's home to a serial killer who preys on helpless girls.
THE GIRL ON WILDFIRE RIDGE
BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
On a hot summer's day, Mount Chester is thrown into turmoil when
seventeen-year-old local girl Jenna goes missing. Within hours, the case
takes an agonizing turn when her body is discovered in the mountains.
Detective Kay Sharp rushes to the scene, hiking for miles to the base of
Wildfire Ridge. From the markings on Jenna's body, it's clear that she
was brutally murdered. Near the victim, Kay finds a butterfly-shaped
hair clip with a set of fingerprints that could be a vital clue. Kay learns
that Jenna changed dramatically over the past months, no longer the popular
girl who always wore a smile on her face. Kay is certain whatever happened to
Jenna recently must be the key to her death. When forensics from the butterfly
hair clip comes back, the fingerprints don't match Jenna's. Then Kay makes a
breakthrough that turns her blood to ice. Jenna was in contact with someone
linked to Kay's own past-and the secret she has spent the last sixteen years
burying. If the truth comes out, it could destroy her. With the clock ticking,
and every minute critical, Kay is up against the toughest case of her career. Can
she risk everything to confront the past she has been running from?

THE LOST HART TRIPLET –
NICOLE HELM
BOOK #1 $20.95
One triplet has been murdered. One
triplet finds the body. And now one
triplet is under suspicion. Zara Hart is
desperate to save her innocent sister and
needs the help of her ranch's new owner,
a man she can't afford to be emotionally involved
with. Under orders to keep a low profile, navy
SEAL Jake Thompson shouldn't investigate a
murder case. But he won't let Zara lose her life
searching for justice.

STRANGER ON THE ISLAND–
LISA JACKSON
$25.95 *REISSUE/RENAME*
Originally published as “Mystery
Man” 91. Reeling from the sudden
death of her fiancé and grasping for
answers, Chelsea Reed travels to a
remote Caribbean island in search of
Devlin McVey, the man who presumably died
alongside her fiancé in a mysterious boat
explosion. When she finally finds and confronts
Devlin at a hotel bar, he insists she's mistaken--his
name is Mitch Russell. Intent on finding out what
really happened to her fiancé, Chelsea works on
COWBOY JUSTICE AT WHISKEY
GULCH – ELLE JAMES
wearing Mitch down until he admits what he
BOOK #6 $20.95
knows. Includes “Secret Delivery” by Delores
Start with Homicide At Whiskey Gulch. Fossen Sheriff Jack Whitley hadn't seen Alana
Former Delta Force soldier Parker Shaw Davis since he'd saved her life and helped deliver
won't be sidelined by his war experiences. her baby. And when she mysteriously disappeared,
Now he's an Outrider security agent
Jack raised her son as his own, vowing he'd never
dedicated to safeguarding those in need. Having
let Alana come back for the child. But with a
escaped abduction and imprisonment, Abby
dangerous killer hot on Alana's trail, Jack finds
Gibson is hell-bent on rescuing the other captives.
himself wanting to be her protector.
Trusting Parker is her only option. As they get
closer to the dangerous truth. Their choice may
UP CLOSE AND DEADLY –
come down to saving themselves or risking
MARIE FERRAELLO
everything to save the hostages.
$20.95
Alarmed by his sister's
COLTONS ROGUE
disappearance, Sheriff Cody Cassidy
INVESTIGATION – JENNIFER
comes to Aurora, California, to get
D BOKOL $20.95
answers…and justice. Out of
Famed true-crime podcaster Gavin
necessity, the lawman must team up with Skylar,
Colton has returned home to dig up
family skeletons. And when he rescues the soft-hearted Cavanaugh detective who keeps
stranded Jacqui Reyes, Gavin stumbles the investigation on track. As several grisly
murders take place, an insatiable killer eludes
onto a new story. The wildlife
them. But can Cody and Skylar win this deadly cat
biologist is investigating wild horse rustling from
-and-mouse game?
government lands. Joining forces can help both
their careers. But their mission may endanger their
lives and their hearts.
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D K HOOD CONTINUES HER FANTASTIC SERIES
DON’T LOOK BACK
BOOK #13.5 $27.95 TRADE P/BACK
Start with Don’t Tell A Soul. Jenna Alton is an FBI agent
who will stop at nothing to put those who hurt the
innocent behind bars. Jenna has been working undercover
for four years and now she's ready to take down the most
dangerous man she's ever met-her husband, Michael. Jenna
scans the house for Michael but he's nowhere to be seen. Stepping into the
marble hallway, she sighs with relief at the thought of just one more night here.
But first, she must survive the most high-stakes night of her career: Michael is
planning something deadly behind closed doors, and Jenna must find a place
to hide where she can listen to every word - then, she must run for her life. But
as night falls and the guests arrive, Jenna sees a distressed young girl being
dragged into the house, and she knows she can't leave her behind. Staying will
risk the case Jenna's already sacrificed so much for, but innocent lives will be
lost if she doesn't bring this twisted monster down.
PREY FOR MERCY
BOOK #14 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Writing scrawled on the wall of Sheriff Jenna Alton's office
overnight leads her and her deputy David Kane to a
secluded house on the outskirts of town. Inside, Jenna is
devastated to find a much-loved local resident lying in a pool
of blood, stab wounds covering her lifeless body. What
monster would attack a defenseless woman living alone?
With no trace of the killer at the scene, the deadly message
written on Jenna's door is her only clue. But as the small town grieves, it
leads her to a contractor who recently had access to the woman's home.
She races to interview him, only to discover the wreck of a car on a steep
mountain road with another dead woman inside. Jenna knows the victims were
friends and regularly went to church together. She thinks a twisted killer has
been watching them, waiting for the perfect time to strike. But before she can
make her next move, one of her own team is found unconscious and covered
in the blood of a third female victim-a knife inches away from his hand. Pulse
racing, Jenna questions her shaken deputy, who can't explain why he was in the
woman's house. Could he really be a killer, or is someone playing an evil game?
The clock ticks to uncover a dark secret that connects all three victims, but can
she work it out before another innocent life is taken?
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WOLF – ANNA HACKETT
BOOK #1 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK
CEO Lainie Madden has her hands full. In charge of a growing
tech company, her work and her employees are her life. She’s
sworn off love, because the sad reality is that she stinks at choosing
men who aren’t self-absorbed cheaters. But when she starts
receiving disturbing death threats and her company’s website gets
hit with relentless cyber-attacks, she’s in over her head. What she
never expected was her best friend’s bossy, rugged brother to steamroll in to
play her fake boyfriend and very real protector. Former SEAL and CIA agent
Nick “Wolf” Garrick is second in command at Sentinel Security. He’s spent
most of his life fighting and protecting others, proving he’s nothing like the excon who fathered him. He’s also spent years ignoring his scorching attraction to
his little sister’s best friend. Lainie is sweet, fresh, smart…and off limits. But
when he finds out she’s in danger, it flips a switch inside him. Whatever the risk,
whatever it takes, even pretending that they’re lovers, he’ll protect Lainie and
take down the person hunting her. The more time Lainie and Nick spend
together, the more the lines blur. As danger swirls around them, their pretend
relationship starts to feel very real.
INTO THE STORM – RACHEL GRANT
BOOK #1 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK
Xavier Rivera planned the exercise down to the smallest detail, but
he didn't plan the arrival of archaeologist Audrey Kendrick-a
woman he shared a passionate night with before betraying her in
the worst way. As the storm is unleashed on the historic lodge it
becomes clear the training has been compromised. Trapped by
weather, isolated by the remote wilderness, and silenced as communication with
the world has been severed, unarmed SEALs face an unexpected and deadly
foe. Audrey and Xavier must set aside their distrust and desire and work
together to save a team under fire and survive in a battle against the wild.
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Coming next month…
□ WHITE LIES – LISA RENEE JONES T/P
□ FALSE WITNESS – KARIN SLAUGHTER *REPACK*
□ A MCKITTRICK CHRISTMAS – LINDA LAEL MILLER *REISSUE*
□ THE MISSING – LISA CHILDS BK #3
□ KILLER VIEW – JOHANSEN/JOHANSEN BK #9 *REPACK*
□ DARK NIGHT – PAIGE SHELTON BK #3
□ TARGETED – EASON/BLACKBURN/WALTERS T/P
□ EAST OF ALICE – ANNIE SEATON T/P
□ BLIND TIGER – SANDRA BROWN *REPACK*
□ SUGARPLUM SPIES – JENNIFER ESTEP BK #2 T/P
□ LIGHTNING IN A MIRROR – JAYNE ANN KRENTZ *REPACK*
□ THE MURDER QUESTION – ALICE CASTLE BK #3 T/P

BROKEN WINGS – CHELLE BLISS
BOOK #3 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 Broken Sparrow, Book #2 Broken Dove. After serving
seven years in prison for protecting a stranger, Logan "Crow"
Taylor has a chance at a new beginning. A chance to start over,
but this time he makes a vow to mind his own business and stay
under the radar. But when he sees a little girl, waving her hands
and screaming for help, he has a choice to make-risk his freedom
again or leave the little girl behind. Bridget "Birdie" Connor is a single mother,
struggling to manage the delicate balance between the needs of her daughter
and demands of her boss. But when she takes a tumble down the stairs, she's
forced to rely on the kindness of others.
LOGAN – NYSSA KATHRYN
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Grace Castle lived through hell, and she's never fully recovered.
Nor may she ever. But she's better than she was, and now devotes
her time and energy to helping other women...until someone
connects her old life to her new one. Suddenly, she's forced to do
something that goes against her conscience, her moral
compass...her heart. In the aftermath, her only choice is to seek
redemption. Former special forces soldier Logan Snyder is intimately familiar
with captivity. He was taken, kept from loved ones, irrevocably changed. Now
finally free, all his enemies dead, Logan is operating a security business with his
team. Just as he's moving on with his life, the world learns his incredible story.
And one woman is to blame. When Grace appears in Cradle Mountain, Logan
isn't certain he can offer the absolution she seeks. As the couple attempts to
build trust and overcome past hurts, Grace is unexpectedly in jeopardy when
old demons cause new threats. Danger has a way of putting everything in
perspective. Logan can forgive the woman he's coming to love...but it might be
too little, too late.

Preorders…
□ YOU CAN HIDE – REBECCA ZANETTI BK #2 DUE 29/11
□ CHRISTMAS RANSOM– BJ DANIELS BOOK #3 DUE 29/11
□ THE MURDER PLOT– ALICE CASTLE BK#4 T/P DUE 29/11
□ SNOWED IN AT THE RANCH– RAEANNE THAYNE DUE 29/11
□ STILL WATERS – SARA DRISCOLL BK #6 H/C DUE 29/11
□ DESPERATION IN DEATH – JD ROBB BK #55 $25.95 *RP* DUE 27/12
□ HER DELTA FORCE PROTECTOR – SANDRA OWENS BK #2 DUE 27/12
□ SLEEP NO MORE – JAYNE ANN KRENTZ BOOK #1 H/C T/P DUE 3/1
□ A FACE TO DIE FOR – IRIS JOHANSEN BK #29 *REPACK* DUE 10/1
□ ENCORE IN DEATH – JD ROBB BK #56 H/C T/P DUE 7/2

SILVER TRAIL CHRISTMAS – NIK JAMES
BOOK #3 $25.95
Book #1 High Country Justice, Book #2 Bullets and Silver.
For years, Caleb Marlowe has been following a hard trail.
But fate finally seems to be smiling on him. The ranch he
and his partner have been building is ready for a herd of
longhorns, and a ghost from his troubled past is about to
dance at the end of hangman's rope. With winter descending
on the Colorado boom town of Elkhorn, Caleb's future looks bright. But in the
Wild West, a man's fortune can turn. When his partner is jailed for murder, his
herd taken by rustlers, and his ranch nearly destroyed, Marlowe knows
someone is trying to run him off. His nemesis, Elijah Starr, has been pardoned
and hired by Judge Patterson-the local power broker-to build a railroad, and
they are two men who will stop at nothing to get what they want. Marlowe
stands alone against a gang of hired killers. The stakes could not be higher,
and the cards are stacked against him.
THE HIGHLANDER AND THE QUEENS SACRIFICE –
HEATHER MCCOLLUM
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Kerr Gordon, next in line to be chief of the Gordon Clan, is
tasked by Mary, Queen of Scots to bring to bring a gift to her cousinand jailer-Queen Elizabeth of England. When he arrives at Whitehall
Palace to find a courtly woman tied up in the stables, he acts to save
her, only to be rebuked for dispatching an assassin before she could
hear his confession. Queen Elizabeth calls Maggie Darby her sacrificial
lamb: Maggie's job is to try on all of the queen's gowns and accessories
before she wears them-just in case they're poisoned. Trained by her father,
Maggie has no intention of dying in the line of duty. She's learned all about
poisons and how to test for them. When the handsome Highland warrior
who saved her in the stables is accused of treason, Maggie's instincts tell her
that he's been framed. As they work together to find the true traitors in
Queen Elizabeth's court, the smoldering fire that's been growing between
them erupts into an inferno that threatens to change their worlds forever.

CHECK OUT THIS SERIES FROM AMANDA MCCABE
COUNTESS OF SCANDAL
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
As children, Eliza Blacknall and William Denton ran wild over the fields
of Ireland and swore they would be friends forever. Then fate took Will
away to England, while Eliza stayed behind to become a proper Irish
countess. Years later, Will finally makes his way home-as an English
soldier sent to crush the Irish uprising. When he sees Eliza, he is
captivated by the passionate woman she has become. But Eliza's passions have
led her to join the Irish rebel cause, and Will and Eliza now find themselves on
opposite sides of the conflict. When Ireland explodes in bloody rebellion, Will's
regiment is ordered to the front lines, and he is forced to choose between his
duty to the English king and his love for Eliza and their Irish homeland.
DUCHESS OF SIN
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Blonde and beautiful Lady Anna Blacknall is in the mood for mischief.
Entering Dublin's most notorious den of vice, she finds herself in the
arms of a mysterious, emerald-eyed Irishman. And although he is
masked, his tender kiss is hauntingly familiar. Conlan McTeer, Duke of
Adair, has come to Dublin to fight for a free Ireland. But he's suddenly
reunited with the young Englishwoman who had once claimed his
heart, and his passion turns from politics to pleasure. When their sizzling
encounter brings danger to Anna's door, she must decide where her loyalties lie
-and quickly. For someone will do whatever it takes to destroy Conlan . . . and
anyone he dares to love.
TEMPTED BY HER OUTCAST VIKING – LUCY MORRIS
$22.95
Brynhild had once been close to Erik--until he'd betrayed her, and
she'd hoped never to see him again. Now the fiercely independent
shieldmaiden needs Erik's skills to rescue her sister. Striking a truce
with the tough, isolated loner, they reach a mutually beneficial deal:
help her and, in return, she'll help him in his quest to find a wife--by
teaching him how to please a woman in bed!
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THE DUKE ALONE – CHRISTI CALDWELL
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Lady Myrtle McQuoid has always felt a little forgotten,
and this season is no exception. When her family
vacates their London townhouse for the country,
Myrtle finds she's been left behind. But she just needs
to stay warm, keep her belly full, and distract herself
until her relatives realize their mistake and turn back to
collect her. Surely that won't take long. Brooding widower Val Bancroft, the
Duke of Aragon, has shut himself off from the world. He craves blessed
solitude--a loyal dog, a silent house, and his own company are all he requires.
Certainly not the nonstop chattering of the joyful, opinionated young woman
next door. But with a potential threat lurking in the winter shadows, Myrtle
may need to pluck up the nerve to approach the reclusive duke. And Val is not
one to turn his back on a vulnerable lady. Amid the silent nights of London,
beneath a blanket of snow, could the light of a new, warm love be kindling?

THE HIGHLANDERS HOLIDAY WIFE –
VANESSA KELLY
BOOK #2 $25.95
Book #1 The Highlanders Irish Bride. It's Christmastime in
Edinburgh, but Lady Samantha Penwith's secret mission takes no
holiday: the Highlands-born lass vows to find the assailants who
murdered her beloved husband, founder of a charitable school for
orphaned boys. On her latest undercover excursion, she closes in
on a pair of armed attackers and interrupts another assault, then disappears into
the darkness, leaving the lone victim mystified--and lucky to be alive. Braden
Kendrick may be the sensible brother, yet the dedicated doctor routinely
ignores the dangers of his late-night calls to the city's slums. But when a fleetfooted rescuer saves his life, he's determined to uncover the stranger's identity.
And once he does, he'll find himself facing his own past loss for the first time-and more than willing to risk his heart again, just in time to make the Clan
Kendrick's Christmas celebrations more festive than ever.

SOMETHING IN THE HEIR – SUZANNE ENOCH
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Emmeline and William Pershing have enjoyed a perfectly convenient marriage
for eight years. Their relationship is a seamless blend of their talents and
goals. They've settled into separate, well-ordered lives beneath the same roof,
and are content to stay that way-or so Emmeline thinks. And if William has
secretly longed for a bit more from the woman he adores, he's managed to be
content with her supreme skills as a hostess and planner, which has helped
him advance his career. Then when Emmeline's grandfather, the reclusive
Duke of Welshire, summons them both for his birthday celebration and
demands they bring their two children, William is stunned to discover that his
very proper wife invented not one, but two heirs to fulfill the agreement for
living at Winnover. But surely if Emmeline and William team up and borrow
two cherubs to call their own, what could go wrong? Enter George, age 8, and
Rose, 5-the two most unruly orphans in Britain. As the insanity unfolds, their
careful, professional arrangement takes some surprisingly intimate turns as well.

THE DUKES RULES OF ENGAGEMENT – JENNIFER
HAYMORE
$25.95
Joanna Porter loves being one of London's hottest up-andcoming matchmakers. But her heavenly vocation is about to turn
into a nuptial nightmare--thanks to the Duke of Crestmont. He's
as handsome as he is insufferable and obsessed with all things
proper. Matching him would cement Jo's status as England's
greatest matchmaker. Except, of course, the impossible-to-please duke refuses
all of her most eligible ladies...confirming his status as a complete and utter
pain in her petticoats. The Duke of Crestmont can't believe he needs a
matchmaker--let alone this spitfire of a woman whose kissable mouth and
dancing, impertinent gray eyes tease him ruthlessly. But the people of his estate
are counting on him to find a duchess. A proper lady with a flawless pedigree
and immaculate deportment. So why can't he stop himself from wanting his
pert, lively matchmaker...instead of the perfect duchess? Now the entire ton is
watching as this determined, audacious matchmaker takes on the most
powerful man in London.
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DUKE MOST WICKED – LENORA BELL
BOOK #3 $25.95
Book #1 Love is a Rogue, Book #2 The Dukes Own Duke.
THE DUKES DEFIANT CINDERELLA – PARKER J COLE
Scarred by a dark secret, Brandan Delamar, Duke of Westbury,
$22.95
must concede his misdeeds have finally caught up with him. With
As the servant girl who discovered she was the long-lost daughter
five younger sisters to support, he must marry for money. Sunny
of a comte, Lilas Moreau is no stranger to scandal. Now, more
and steadfast, Viola Beaton is no heiress. As music instructor to the
famous for her art, she won't have her independence threatened
duke's sisters, she's developed a genuine affection for the young
by the return of her betrothed, Bastien, Duc de Languedoc. As a
ladies. Unfortunately, she's also developed a forbidden passion for her
new attraction sizzles between them, Lilas is relieved he wants to
employer. It must be the way he inspires her to compose sonatas about
end their secret marriage contract. But a summons from the
moonlight and kisses. Or how his gaze smolders and lingers on her skin. Or
queen means they're forced to continue their charade!
because he makes her heart whisper impossible things. When Westbury decrees
that he'll choose not only a bride, but grooms for his sisters, Viola can't allow
AN HEIRESS GUIDE TO DECEPTION AND DESIRE –
him to curtail their freedom. She strikes a bargain: if he allows his sisters to
MANDA COLLINS
attend the Season, Viola will chaperone them and keep them safe from scandal.
BOOK #2 $25.95
Only what if Viola and the duke are the ones most likely to cause a scandal?
Book #1 A Ladys Guide to Mischief and Mayhem. Miss Caroline
Hardcastle has fully embraced her scandalous reputation-even
HIS CONVENIENT DUCHESS – LOUISE ALLEN
though doing so cost her a chance for love. She would much
$22.95
rather bring aid to those ignored by society by writing for
Not the most romantic of proposals, but Marcus Cranford knows it England's most infamous crime column. When Caro's dear friend is kidnapped,
will be accepted for Lady Rose Trafford desperately needs a
however, she is shocked to find an ally in Lord Valentine Thorn, the same man
convenient husband to protect her and her younger sisters. It also
who broke her heart years ago. Refusing his help would be the height of
saves the new duke from the horror of a London season! Rose is
foolishness, but can she trust Val to stand by her? Val--the new Viscount
courageous, hardworking, often exasperating. So what Marcus
Wrackham--is in an untenable position: His father is demanding he find a
doesn't expect is this new spark of lust-and the hope that she's
respectable bride to secure the succession. Yet when Caro's improper actions
feeling it too.
require her to marry for convenience, Val sees an opportunity to show her he's
a changed man. As the two grow closer to unmasking the culprit, can he
HOW THE WALLFLOWER WAS WON – EVA LEIGH
convince her to give their love a second chance--before death does them part?
BOOK #2 $25.95
Book #1 The Good Girls Guide to Rakes. Finn Ransome is an
THE DUKE NOT TAKEN – JULIA LONDON
expert on Lady Luck, which is why he refuses to take a chance on
BOOK #2 $27.95
love. Experience has taught him that he's happier at a gaming
Book #1 Last Duke Standing. Ever since her sister became queen
table than around people he will, inevitably, disappoint. However,
two years ago, Amelia Ivanosen, Princess of Wesloria, has been
the clock is ticking on his father's matrimonial demands. But the
flirting and skirting scandal--just barely. Before she does anything
only woman to catch his eye is a bluestocking who would never
too outlandish, she is sent to England and Lila Alexander,
consider a rogue like him. After a disastrous first Season, Tabitha Seaton
illustrious matchmaker to the ton, is recruited. Respectably
decided to focus on books instead of ballrooms. She hopes to join the Sterling ensconced at the country estate of a family friend, Amelia is introduced to
Society, a collective of the most brilliant, influential minds in London. Except, many eligible bachelors, but...there is no spark. There never seems to be
they will never admit an unmarried lady. Now Tabitha needs a husband, and a
unless the man is completely wrong for her. Next door lives Joshua Parker,
notorious, handsome gambler may be her best bet. Finn and Tabitha are
Duke of Marley, who is grumpy and reclusive--for good reason. His first wife
opposites who have no intention of wagering on a love match, and a calculated died in childbirth. When Marley is dragged by a friend to his neighbor's soiree,
marriage of convenience solves all their problems--with no risk to their hearts. he and Amelia instantly dislike each other. Their banter is snarky and heated.
Once married, however, their potent attraction boils over into a deep passion
He's a stuck-up smarty-pants; she's a self-involved, annoying princess. Sparks
that neither expected. When a painful mistake drives the new lovers apart, Finn fly when they're together--fireworks actually--but they loathe each other.
will risk it all to prove a scoundrel and a wallflower are a winning pair.
Really. So why can't they stop thinking about each other?

THE EARLS WAGER FOR A
LADY – HELEN DICKSON
$22.95
Returning from the military, Lord
Maxim Randall finds his new
neighbor, Eve Lansbury, to be
intriguing and captivating. Widowed
with a young son, Eve is fiercely
protective, and Maxim can't help but fall for her.
However, a foolish bet to seduce her is revealed and
backfires, jeopardizng their bond. Eve's heart is
more guarded than ever-unless Maxim can convince
her to trust him again.

Coming next month…
□ THE DUKE ALONE – CHRISTI CALDWELL T/P
□ THE FURTHER OBSERVATIONS OF LADY WHISTLEDOWN – QUINN/
ENOCH/ETAL BK #1 *REISSUE*
□ THE YULETIDE KISS – HUNTER/PUTNEY/JEFFRIES *REPACK*
□ SECRETLEY BOUND TO THE MARQUESS – DIANA GASTON
□ THE DUKES FAMILY FOR CHRISTMAS – SARAH MALLORY
□ NEVER RESCUE A ROGUE – LORRAINE HEATH BK #2 T/P
□ MY DEAREST DUKE – KRISTIN VAYDEN BK #2
□ THE DUKE IN QUESTION – AMALIE HOWARD BK #3
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GOING TOO FAR – ABBI GLINES
$40.00 TRADE P/BACK
A life of drugs, sex, and rock 'n' roll
was a demon that Dean Finlay
accepted as his fate. His isn't a love
story. It's a ride and things are
about to get twisted. Dean Finlay
was ready for an easier life. He was
tired of the fame and he was done
with younger women. The older he got the
younger they got. It was a fucking loop he was
sick of being stuck in. Brielle McGinnis had
been kicked out of her foster home the day she
turned eighteen. The pregnancy she'd been trying to
hide had taken what little youth, she had managed to
hold onto, away. Life had made her tough and she'd
learned to survive. Now, at twenty-eight years old,
she has a good job with insurance working in
admissions at a local junior college. When rock
legend Dean Finlay comes walking into the college
office she wanted an autograph for her son but his
arrogance changed her mind. Just like every other
man- Dean was a disappointment, until he isn’t.

GAME CHANGER –
RACHEL REID
BOOK #1 $27.95
Pro hockey star Scott Hunter
knows a good thing when he
sees it. So, when a smoothie
made by juice bar barista Kip
Grady precedes Scott breaking his onice slump, he's desperate to recreate the magic and
to get to know the guy behind the counter. Kip
knew there was more to Scott's frequent visits than
blended fruit, but he never let himself imagine being
invited back to Scott's penthouse. When it happens
it's red-hot, incredible and frequent, but also only on
Scott's terms and always behind his closed
apartment doors. Scott needs Kip in his life, but
with playoff season approaching, the spotlight on
him is suddenly brighter than ever. He can't afford
to do anything that might derail his career. Kip is
ready to go all-in with Scott-but how much longer
will he have to remain a secret?

PREORDERS…
□ THE RELUCTANT COUNTESS – ELOISA JAMES BK #2 DUE 29/11

□ LADY MEETS EARL – CHRISTY CARLISLE BK #2 DUE 29/11
□ REMEMBER LOVE – MARY BALOUGH BK #1 DUE 27/12
□ A WICKED GAME – KATE BATEMAN BK #3 DUE 27/12
□ LADY WHISTLEDOWN STRIKES BACK – QUINN/ENOCH/ETAL BK #2
*REISSUE*
□ IN HER HIGHLANDERS BED – LYNSAY SANDS BK #11 DUE 24/1
□ HER LESSONS IN PERSUASION – MEGAN FRAMPTON BK #1 DUE 24/1

□ THE DUKE GETS EVEN – JOANNA SHUPE BK #4 DUE 24/1

EARTHS DAUGHTER –
EVE LANGLAIS
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE
P/BACK
I'm just your run-of-the-mill
earth witch, baking up some
harmless hexes, that is until
a necromancer starts messing with my
town. With the dead looking for brains, suddenly I'm
Mrs. Popular. Everyone wants my special charms,
especially my pumpkin spice zombie-repelling
cupcakes. Everyone but Reiver, the sword-wielding
stranger who saves me from an undead attack. The
hunter is big, bad, and not my type. For some reason,
I can't resist the mysterious drifter in the long leather
coat. Must be a spell, which I'll break because I am
not falling for him. Despite his reservations-and mine
-we team up to go after the evil infesting my
hometown. I don't know about you, but I've got a
problem with someone who thinks it's okay to kill
people to create a zombie army. Not on this baker's
watch. Time to whip up a batch of awesome to save
the world.

Coming next month…
□ EARTHS LAIR – EVE LANGLAIS BK #2 T/P
□ LUCIFERS SIN – LISA RENEE JONES BK #1 T/P

LEVIATHAN– BIANCA D’ARC
BOOK #3 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 Waterborn, Book #2 Fathom. Deke is the
designated heir to an ancient legacy that he doesn’t
understand. Being non-magical in a family of
powerful water elementals hasn’t always been easy,
but he will do anything to help them defeat the
leviathan including risk his own life to find and use a
legendary magical artifact. Cece has lived alone on
her mountaintop since she was eighteen and her
parents were killed in a wreck. She doesn’t know
much about the power that awakened within her, but
she takes her role as guardian of her woodland home
very seriously. When Deke asks to search her forest
for Poseidon’s Trident, she watches from the
shadows, fascinated by the most intriguing and
ruggedly handsome man she’s ever met. Pursued by
enemies, they fly to Grizzly Cove, there to join forces
with the others who have gathered to try to defeat
the leviathan once and for all, including Deke’s entire
family. He never expected to fall in love with a
woman of power, but Deke knows – if he survives
the battle to come he will never love another.

Forthcoming…
□ DECK THE MANE – EVE LANGLAIS BK #11 T/P DUE 30/11
□ ROGUE UNLOVED – EVE LANGLAIS BK #4 T/P DUE 6/12

STOLEN BRIDE – SAMANTHA
CAYTO
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 Boi Bride, Book #2 Diplomats
Bride. As the king’s second son, Prince
Ronan of Moorcondia has status and
wealth without the heavy weight of the
crown. But what he really desires is a quiet life with a
man whom he can love. Jarl Tarben is on a mission
to save his people from starvation. Efforts to forge a
treaty with Moorcondia have come to naught. In a
desperate bid, Tarben has been tasked with
abducting Ronan and forcing him into marriage. As
distasteful as the scheme is, duty demands that he
obey. He refuses to bed the prince by force. Ronan
vows not to succumb to the temptation that Tarben
presents. Tarben is everything Ronan ever dreamed
of, and the lure of him grows stronger each day that
politics keeps them together. When unseen forces
threaten to consume them both, they must put aside
pride and join forces to protect both their peoples.

Coming next month…
□YOURE A MEAN ONE MATHEW PRICE - TIMOTHY JANOVSKY BK #2 T/P
□ IN THE WEEDS – ANDREW GREY BK #2
□ HIS RELUCTANT COWBOY – A M ARTHUR BK #2

HOW TO CHEAT THE MARRIAGE
MART – MILLIE ADAMS
$22.95
George Claremont, Marquess of Curran,
has cultivated his rakish reputation to
enable his covert work helping children in
England's workhouses. Now the
destruction of these institutions hinges on a well-laid
marriage proposal. But stepping into the wrong
room at a ball--and into a compromising situation
with the prim Kitty Fitzroy--threatens his plan to
cheat the marriage mart... Or might he have found
the perfect accomplice?

NOTORIOUS – COCHET/BLAKE
BOOK #1 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK
Caspian Drake knows what it takes to get ahead
in modern-day shifter society. He is an Earl, after
all. Getting his best friend Brandr, the Prince of
the Dragons, in and out of trouble is only one of
his many talents. When a horrible attack shakes
Cas’s world, he’s forced to pair up with Saphir
Vepkhia, the esteemed tiger shifter and former
Captain of the Royal Guard. Upon retirement,
Saphir is granted the title of Baron Archer and,
much to his dismay, becomes part of royal society.
Years later, when he’s summoned to the palace, the
last thing Saphir expects is for the king to request a
favor that ties him to the Caspian Drake. Forced
into a fake relationship by an outdated matchmaking
ritual, Cas and Saphir each face the upcoming season
with their own agenda. The secrets pile up as the
two mates navigate the complexities of a modern
world that plays by historic rules. But the closer they
get to the truth, the greater the danger–and their

Preorders…
□ FIRE AND SAND—ANDREW GREY BK #1 DUE 3/1
□ NOTORIOUS – COCHET/BLAKE BK #2 T/P DUE 10/1
□ GO DOWN IN FLAMES – CHARLIE COCHET BK #2 DUE DTBD

g A y

r e g E n c y

LADY HELENAS SECRET HUSBAND –
ELIZABETH BEACON
$22.95
When Lady Helena Snowe eloped
with Captain William Harborough six
years ago, they had one glorious week
together before he went to war--only
to die in battle. Yet, the man in front
of her now is very much alive! The
darkness behind Will's eyes makes
Helena wary of letting him back into her life. With
Will's enemies threatening their chance of a fresh
start, can their marriage ever be reclaimed?

p a r a N o r m a l

WE HAVE TWO RELEASES FROM JR WARD THIS
MONTH
THE VIPER
BOOK #3 $32.99 TRADE P/BACK $49.95 H/C
Book #1 The Jackal, Book #2 The Wolf. Horribly injured
after saving one of his fellow inmates, Kane can't help but fall
in love with the nurse overseeing his convalescence. But with
both of them trapped in the notorious prison camp and his
health hanging in the balance, Kane knows he's not going to
survive much longer. When a chance for liberation comes from
an unexpected source, however, he vows to free his love no matter the cost,
even if he can't make it out alive.
LOVER ARISEN
BOOK #20 $27.95 *REPACK*
Start with Dark Lover. Possessed by the demon Devina,
Balthazar is once again on the hunt for the Book of
Spells--and fighting an undeniable attraction to a
woman. As a thief, he has stolen a lot of things...but he
never thought his heart would be taken by another.
Especially not a human. As a homicide detective, Erika
Saunders knows there is something otherworldly going on in
Caldwell, New York. Mutilated bodies that cannot be explained are
all over her case list--and then there are her nightmares in which she's hunted
by shadows and captivated by a mysterious man who is both a suspect and a
savior. When Devina's wish for true love is finally granted, Balthazar and Erika
unwittingly become the gateway for the rebirth of an old enemy of the
Brothers. Will the very thing that brings them together lead to the ultimate
destruction of the Brotherhood? Or will they have to lose everything in order
to save the race's most sacred defenders?
Want The others In The Series?
Ask Us To Special Order Them

ENJOY TWO RELEASES FROM CHRISTINE FEEHAN
DARK TAROT
BOOK #31 $25.95 *REPACK*
Start with Dark Prince. Sandu Berdardi continues to exist only to
protect his people. An ancient Carpathian, his entire long life has
been dedicated to honor above all else. He knows his time has passed,
especially since he has not been able to find his lifemate-the anchor to
keep him sane in a world he no longer understands. But just as he
truly starts to give up hope, a voice reaches out to him in the night and his
world explodes into color. Adalasia enters Sandu's mind seamlessly, as if she
has been a part of him forever. While she can see the shape of things to come
in her deck of cards, her gift is both a blessing and a curse. The true course of
Sandu's quest remains unclear, with danger waiting at every turn. Adalasia
cannot see everything the future holds, but she does know it is a journey they
will take together.
DARK WHISPER
BOOK #32 $49.95 H/COVER $32.99 TRADE P/BACK
Vasilisa Sidkorolyavolkva is a Lycan of royal blood. She knows what is
expected of her, but all she wants is to be out from under her family's
watch. There is a fire inside her that is building. A restlessness coupled with
a sense of growing dread. Every day she feels the weight of the legacy
passed down through generations. The prophecy that says a man will come
to claim her as his mate, and that she will guard his soul. She knows nothing
about him except that he is hers. But nothing seems real until the night she
meets him. Afanasiv Belan is a Carpathian, an ancient one. In all the centuries
of his existence, no one has ever affected him like Vasilisa. He can see into her
mind and feel what is in her heart. They are so alike, warriors bound by honor
and plagued by secrets. They both know they must reveal the darkest parts of
their souls if they hope to survive and protect the ones they love. But if they
claim each other as lifemates, it will change them down to the bone. They will
become something more-something feared by both of their kinds.

HEATHER GRAHAM HAS TWO RELEASES THIS MONTH.
VOICE OF FEAR
BOOK #38 $27.95 (140TH BOOK)
Start with Phantom Evil. FBI agent Jordan Wallace is close to
cracking the human trafficking case she's been working, when
she does the one thing she should never do: let her guard down.
The botched undercover mission is semi salvaged by the lastminute appearance of criminal psychologist Patrick Law, but
Jordan can't imagine making a worse first impression. Especially
when she's partnered with Patrick moving forward. Patrick's innate ability to
get inside a criminal's head is an asset for the Krewe of Hunters. But Jordan
wishes she could protect her own thoughts from her new partner. Patrick
assures her that both she and her thoughts are safe with him, but Jordan's less
sure about her heart. Letting someone have her back has never been her
strong suit, but with a dangerous killer still at large, trusting in Patrick might
CHRISTMAS WOLF SURPRISE – TERRY SPEAR
be the only thing keeping them alive.
BOOK #3 $25.95
THE RISING
Book #1 Joy to the Wolves, Book #2 The Best of Both Wolves.
BOOK #1 $27.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 12/17)
Red wolf shifter Maverick Wilding is preoccupied with managing
Alex Chin is a football star and Homecoming King: the classic
the Christmas activities that make the reindeer at his ranch so
all-American teen, raised in a loving fashion with all the
popular during the holidays, until a run-in with werewolf hunters
opportunities his parents could give him. His tutor, Samantha
cause the worst sort of trouble for his kind. Gina Hutton is out
Dixon, is preparing to graduate high school at the top of her
on a Bigfoot adventure in the forest with her brother James
class. She plans to turn her NASA internship into a career.
when she is suddenly immersed in an adventure far more dangerous and
Their world is turned upside down when a football accident
surprising than she ever could have imagined. When she falls head over heels lands Alex in the hospital . . . and his CT scan yields abnormal results. His
she is torn between the new world of wolves she is discovering and the world doctor is murdered. Then, his parents. Death seems to follow him wherever
she must leave behind.
he goes, and now it's after him. Alex flees. He tells Samantha not to follow,
but she became involved the moment she walked through his door and
SHADOW FALLEN – SHERRILYN KENYON
found Mr. and Mrs. Chin as they lay dying in their home. She cannot
BOOK #31 $22.99 *REPACK*
abandon the young man she loves. The two race desperately to stay ahead of
Start with Phantom Lover. For centuries, Ariel has fought the
Alex's attackers long enough to figure out why they are hunting him in the
forces of evil. Her task was to protect the souls of innocent
first place. The answer lies with a secret buried deep in his past, a secret his
mortals when they die. Captured by a powerful sorceress, she is
parents died to protect. Alex always knew he was adopted, but he never knew
transformed into a human who has no memory of her real life or the real reason his birth parents abandoned him. He never knew where he
calling. And is plunked into the middle of the Norman invasion
truly came from--until now.
of England. Cursed the moment he was born with a demonic
WHEN LIFE GIVES YOU VAMPIRES – GLORIA
deformity, Valteri wants nothing of this earth except to depart it and will do
DUKE
his duty to his king until then. When a strange noblewoman is brought before
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK
him, Valteri realizes he has met her before...in his dreams. When others come
Dumplin' meets True Blood in this paranormal romantic
for her, bringing with them preternatural predators, he is faced with a destiny
comedy from debut author Gloria Duke. Lily Baines is a plus
he had no idea was waiting. One he wants no part of. The truth is that Valteri
size girl trying to deal with internalized sizeism, a well-meaning
isn't just a knight of William the Conqueror. He is the son of one of the
but critical mother, and a world determined not to take fat
deadliest powers in existence, and if he doesn't restore Ariel to her place, she
people seriously. She figures things can't get any harder...until
is not the only one who will be in peril. The world itself hangs in the balance,
and he is the necessary key to hold back the powers of evil. But only if he can she's turned into a vampire. Now she's left to grapple with a whole new crop
find a way to work with the woman who stands for everything in the universe of problems, including the fact that the body she's in (the body she has such
complicated feelings about) is hers, unchanging, forever more .
he hates.

p a r a N o r m a l

AFTER THE BITE – LYNSAY SANDS
BOOK #35 $27.95
Start with A Quick Bite. Immortal Enforcer Valerian just wants to
relax. His last assignment had been more grueling than he'd care to
admit, and golf has always helped him unwind. If golf course
owner Natalie thinks it's a little odd for him to tee off at sunset
every evening, she's keeping it to herself. The single mom is sexy
as hell, and her little daughter Mia only adds to his delight. He
knows Natalie is wary of a relationship of any kind...what will she think when
she discovers he's an Immortal? His best course of action is to woo her the
old-fashioned way. But the course of true love never did run smooth-especially for a vampire and a mortal. And when danger stalks Natalie,
Valerian realizes he's playing a game of life and death and if he loses this
round, he risks losing her forever.

p a r a N o r m a l

SWEETWATER AND THE WITCH – JAYNE CASTLE
BOOK #12 $49.95 H/C $22.99 TRADE DUE 25/10
Start with Bridal Jitters. If there's something Ravenna Chastain
knows, it's when to end things. And after she almost winds up
the victim of a cult that believes she's a witch, it's easy to walk
away from her dead-end career, ready for a new start. But where
to find a job that would allow her to use her very specialized
skill set? The answer is clear: she becomes a matchmaker. But even a
successful matchmaker can't find someone for everyone, and Ravenna
considers Ethan Sweetwater her first professional failure. After nine failed
dates, Ravenna knows it's time to cut Ethan loose. But Ethan refuses to be
fired as a client--he needs one final date to a business function. Since
Ravenna needs a date herself to a family event, they agree to a deal: she will
be his (business) date if he will be her (fake) date to her grandparents'
anniversary celebration. What Ethan fails to mention is that attending the
business function is a cover for some industrial espionage that he's doing as
a favor to the new Illusion Town Guild boss. Ravenna is happy to help,
but their relationship gets even more complicated when things heat up-the chemistry between them is explosive, as explosive as the danger that's
stalking Ravenna. Lucky for her, Ethan isn't just an engineer--he's also a
Sweetwater, and Sweetwaters are known for hunting down monsters.

BIERGARTEN OF THE DAMNED – SEANA KELLY
BOOK #5 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK
Start with The Slaughtered Lamb Bookstore and Bar. I’m
Sam, the werewolf book nerd owner of The Slaughtered Lamb
Bookstore & Bar. I’ve always thought of Dave, my red-skinned,
shark-eyed, half-demon cook, as a kind of foul-mouthed uncle,
one occasionally given to bouts of uncontrolled anger.
Something’s going on, though. He’s acting strangely, hiding things. When I
asked what was wrong, he blew me off and told me to quit bugging him.
That’s normal enough. What’s not is his missing work. Ever. Other demons
are appearing in the bar, looking for him. I’m getting worried, and his banshee
girlfriend Maggie isn’t answering my calls. Demons terrify me. I do NOT want
to go into any demon bars looking for Dave, but he’s my family, sort of. I
need to try to help, whether he wants me to or not. When I finally learn the
truth, though… I’m not sure I can ever look at him again, let alone have him
work for me. Are there limits to forgiveness? I think there might be.

A PROMISE OF FIRE
BOOK #1 $22.99 *REISSUE* (ORIG 08/16)
Cat Fisa isn't who she pretends to be. She's perfectly content
disguised as a soothsayer in a traveling circus, avoiding the destiny
the Gods and her dangerous family have saddled her with. As far
as she's concerned, the magic humming within her blood can live
and die with her. She won't be anyone’s pawn. But then she locks
eyes with an ambitious warlord from the magic-deprived south
and her illusion of safety is shattered forever. Griffin knows Cat is the
Kingmaker, the woman able to divine truth through lies, and he wants her to
be a powerful weapon for his newly conquered realm. Kidnapping her off the
street is simple enough, but keeping her by his side is infuriatingly tough. Cat
fights him at every turn, showing a ferocity of spirit that burns hot and leaves
him desperate for more. But can he ever hope to prove to his once-captive that
he wants her there by his side as his equal, his companion, his Queen?
BREATH OF FIRE
BOOK #2 $22.99 *REISSUE* (ORIG 01/17)
Cat Fisa’s warlord captor-turned-lover may have crowned her
with the symbols of the three realms, but war is far from over.
She believes in what Griffin is trying to accomplish. She believes
that peace will finally come when the realms are united. And she
believes that with her by his side, Griffin has the strength to
change the world. But with her dangerous past resurfacing and
the neighboring Magoi royals out for blood, Cat and Griffin must strike soon
if they want to unify the land without full-scale war. They’ll do anything to
avoid bloodshed, including crossing the Ice Plains or entering the deadly Agon
Games to win access to the royal court and the very family they plan to usurp.
When their battle for survival is over, Cat and Griffin will either be standing
side-by-side in the heart of their future kingdom or not at all.

Amanda Bouchet has returned to her Kingmaker series
HEART ON FIRE
BOOK #3 $22.99 *REISSUE* (ORIG 01/18)
Cat Fisa’s destiny has finally caught up with her. But fully
accepting her fate means taking a final, terrifying step—reuniting
all three realms and embracing her place as Queen with warlordturned-king Griffin at her side. But forging their kingdom can
only mean going to war with Fisa and its violent Alpha—Cat’s
own mother, Andromeda. Although Cat used to be Andromeda’s sole
weakness, that’s no longer true. And while Andromeda seems to know every
trick and spell, Cat’s own magic refuses to work like it should. When tragedy
strikes, Cat unleashes the power she’s been afraid of all her life, but her misuse
of the Gods’ gifts comes with a terrible price.
Ripped away from Griffin and the home she's come to love, Cat’s only option
is to fully accept the power she's always denied so that she can return to the
people she loves, confront her murderous mother, and finish restoring her
kingdom—no matter the ultimate cost.
A CURSE OF QUEENS
BOOK #4 $32.99 TRADE P/BACK
The queen has been cursed, and no one knows who’s behind the
plot to threaten the realm’s fragile peace. Desperate to help, Jocasta
hatches a plan to find Circe’s Garden, a fabled island where she
hopes to discover an antidote. But she can’t do it alone. She needs
the strong arm and unflinching bravery of the warrior she’s loved
since childhood—her brother’s right-hand-man and captain of the
guard, Flynn of Sinta. Together they can do the impossible. Yet with treachery
brewing on Mount Olympus, one thing is clear: Thalyria and its new royals are
still pawns in an epic game of power—one that might end in a War of Gods.

p a r a N o r m a l

A TURN OF THE TIDE – KELLEY ARMSTRONG
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 A Stitch in Time, Book #2 A Twist of Fate. In Thorne
Manor there is one locked door. Behind it lies a portal to the twenty
-first century, and nothing is going to stop Miranda Hastings from
LUCKY ME - GENEVIEVE JACK
stepping through. After all, she is a Victorian writer of risqué pirate
$40.00 TRADE P/BACK
adventures-traveling to the future would be the greatest adventure
Seven Delaney runs his corner of Dragonfly Hollow with the
of them all. When Miranda goes through, though, she lands in Georgian
insufferable arrogance you'd expect from someone born lucky. The
England...and in the path of Nicolas Dupuis, a privateer accused of piracy.
sexy billionaire leprechaun is responsible for the most humiliating
Sheltered by locals, Nico is repaying their kindness by being their "pirate
experience of my life and is the reason I fled that fae city sixteen years Robin Hood," stealing from a corrupt lord and fencing smuggled goods on
ago. But living as an undocumented fae among humans isn't easy.
the village's behalf. Miranda embraces Nico's cause, only to discover there's
When a high-stakes poker game goes terribly wrong, I end up in more more to it than he realizes. Miranda has the second sight, and there are ghosts
trouble than I can handle. Returning to Dragonfly Hollow is my only way out, at play here. The recently deceased former lord is desperate to stop his son
but there's a price. Seven needs my help, and my pixie talents, to solve a
from destroying his beloved village. Then there's the ghost of Nico's cabin
murder that threatens his fortune as well as our kind's tenuous relationship
boy, who he thought safe in a neighboring city. Miranda and Nico must solve
with humans. I promised myself I'd never get involved with him again, but his the mystery of the boy's death while keeping one step ahead of the hangman.
dark charms prove hard to resist. Playing Seven for my heart is going to
take more than a gambling strategy. It's going to take luck-and lots of it.
THE SHADE OF THINGS – DEBORAH WILDE
BOOK #5 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
EXTRA WITCHY – ANN AGUIRRE
Start with Throwing Shade. When Miri partners up with her
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
detective ex-husband on an off-the-books magical missing persons
Book #1 Witch Please, Book #2 Boss Witch. Leanne Vanderpol
operation, she expects buddy cop adventures galore. Instead, she gets
loves getting married. It's staying married that she has trouble
more than she bargained for, starting with a mouthy golem who's
with. These days, she hooks up with whoever she wants, however
forced onto the team. Their mission? Crash a secret-and deadlyshe wants, and when the honeymoon glow fades, she's the firstcompetition targeting non-magic humans to rescue the young woman at the
and fastest-to hit the bricks. Trevor Montgomery is living the 'no
heart of their case. So, a regular Thursday nowadays. If that funhouse of
responsibilities' dream. His college girlfriend broke up with him, fed up with
horrors wasn't enough, she still must fulfill her oath to a master vamp by
his lack of ambition. Five years later, he still has no life plan, and even his own locating the artifact bound up with her parents' murders almost thirty years
parents have given up on him. While he pretends to be fine, inwardly he's a
ago. He refuses to say why he wants it, but all signs point to "Danger Danger
ball of stress and misery, wallowing in rejection and failure. She's a witch who Will Robinson." All of that leaves no time in her schedule for sexy times with
can't let down her guard. He's a slacker who doesn't even dare to dream. Then a certain wolf shifter. Which is probably just as well, seeing as he doesn't know
these two lost souls meet each other at a party, and their lives change forever. she's been forced to keep secrets from him, too. Laugh? Cry? Coffee!

THE KISS CURSE – ERIN STERLING
BOOK #2 $32.99 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 The Ex Hex. Gwyn Jones is perfectly happy with her life in
Graves Glen. She, her mom, and her cousin have formed a new
coven; she's running a successful witchcraft shop, Something Wicked;
and she's started mentoring some of the younger witches in town. As
Halloween approaches, there's only one problem--Llewellyn "Wells"
Penhallow. Wells has come to Graves Glen to re-establish his family's
connection to the town they founded as well as to make a new life for himself
after years of being the dutiful son in Wales. When he opens up a shop of his
own, Penhallow's, just across the street from Something Wicked, he quickly
learns he's gotten more than he bargained for in going up against Gwyn.
When their professional competition leads to a very personal-and very hotkiss, both Wells and Gwyn are determined to stay away from each other,
convinced the kiss was just a magical fluke. But when a mysterious new
coven of witches come to town and Gwyn's powers begin fading, she and
Wells must work together to figure out just what these new witches want and
how to restore Gwyn's magic before it's too late.

MAGIC TOUCH – A S FENICHEL
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Esme: I never dreamed my small curatives shop in Windsor, England
would attract the attention of war hero Sir William Meriwether. My
feminine heart is aflutter when he enters. But I'm a witch and a
WITCHFUL THINKING – CELENSTINE MARTIN
healer, and he's a man in pain, so I heal him. Desperate to do him a
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
good service, I stretch my powers to the limit-or perhaps beyond.
Lucinda Caraway loves living in Freya Grove, the mystic seaside
Somehow, in curing his ailing leg, I unleash powers inside William. At a loss
town where charms, hexes, and magical beings of all kinds are the to stop what's begun, I'm forced to seek assistance from the coven I've sworn
norm. She spends her days teaching high school history and her
never to join. I dread the encounter, but for William's sake, I put my family's
nights reading tea leaves and tending to her conjure garden. It's a
hatred aside. Getting to spend more time with William is an added
good life . . . but she can't stop wishing for more. Until one night, enticement. William: I'm mesmerized by Esme O'Dwyer from the moment I
that wish turns into a spell, and suddenly Lucy can't say no. Not to lay eyes on her. Despite our different stations in society, I want something
a public karaoke performance. Not to running a 10K. And, most alarmingly, more personal than any restorative tea she might offer. As a gentleman, I
not to her high school crush, Alexander Dwyer, who needs her help
contain those baser needs and accept her assistance to ease the pain in my leg.
unjinxing his new house--which just happens to be right across the street
When the alluring witch's touch bestows me with magic of my own, I want
from hers. Alex has spent the last ten years traveling the world on adventures no part of it. But the coven's leaders insist magic never makes mistakes, and
Lucy has only ever dreamed of, and he's planning to leave again as soon as
for this to have happened, I must be needed. I've never been one to shy away
his house is safe to sell. But until Lucy can unhex herself, she and Alex are
from duty, and being secluded for training with Esme is magical in more ways
stuck together. And with so much magic in the air, maybe the next spell Lucy than one. Esme: Trouble is coming to Windsor. The signs are all there. The
casts will be the one that convinces him to stay.
race is on to train William as a witch before his power is needed, but our
growing attraction is as undeniable as the battle that lies ahead.

CHECK OUT THIS SPACE OPERA DUOLOGY FROM
REBECCA COFFINDAR
CROWNCHASERS
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Alyssa Farshot has spent her whole life trying to outrun
her family legacy. Her mother sacrificed everything to
bring peace to the quadrant, and her uncle has
successfully ruled as emperor for decades. But the last
thing Alyssa wants is to follow in their footsteps as the next in
line for the throne. Why would she choose to be trapped in a
palace when she could be having wild adventures exploring a thousand-andone planets in her own ship? But when Alyssa’s uncle becomes gravely ill, his
dying wish surprises the entire galaxy. Instead of naming her as his successor,
he calls for a crownchase, the first in seven centuries. Representatives from
each of the empire’s prime families—including Alyssa—are thrown into a race
to find the royal seal, which has been hidden somewhere in the
empire. The first to find the seal wins the throne. Alyssa’s experience
as an explorer makes her the favorite to win the crown she never
wanted. And though she doesn’t want to be empress, her duty to her
uncle compels her to participate in this one last epic adventure. But
when the chase turns deadly, it’s clear that more than just the fate of
the empire is at stake. Alyssa is on her most important quest yet—and
only time will tell if she’ll survive it.
THRONEBREAKERS
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Alyssa Farshot never wanted to rule the empire. But to honor her
uncle’s dying wish, she participated in the crownchase, a race
across the empire’s 1,001 planets to find the royal seal and win
the throne. Alyssa tried to help her friend, Coy, win the
crownchase, but just as victory was within their grasp, Edgar
Voles killed Coy—and claimed the seal for himself. Brokenhearted over her friend’s death, Alyssa is hell-bent on revenge.
But Edgar is well protected in the kingship. Alyssa will have to rally rivals,
friends, and foes from across the empire to take him down and change the
course of the galaxy.

SNARED – K N BANET
BOOK #2 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 Bounty. I should have never looked into Raphael or the mysteries
around him, mysteries I might never be able to solve. Stonewalled, I’ve
gotten stuck when it comes to him. My roommate, my… mate. Not that he
knows what he really is to me. The less he knows, the better. But without
being able to find him answers, I have to get back to my job. I’m at the
beck and call of the Tribunal and I’ve been lax with my duties. It should
have been a routine, but when someone makes enemies as dangerous as I do,
nothing stays that way. As the world spirals out of control, I can’t help but
think this has something to do with him, the mate I don’t want and the partner
I’m forced to keep close. With unanswered questions swirling around me, only
one thing is certain. I’m Kaliya Sahni, a Tribunal Executioner and the last
nagini. Someone wants me dead and I walked right into their trap.
ONLY BAD OPTIONS – JENNIFER ESTEP
BOOK #1 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK
Few people know the name Vesper Quill. To most folks, I’m just a lowly
lab rat who designs brewmakers and other household appliances in the
research and development lab at the powerful Kent Corp. But when I
point out a design flaw and a safety hazard in the new line of Kent Corp
spaceships, everyone knows who I am—and wants to eliminate me. I
might be a seer with a photographic memory, but I don’t see the trouble
headed my way until it’s too late. Suddenly, I’m surrounded by enemies and
fighting for my life. I don’t think things can get any worse until I meet Kyrion
Caldaren, an arrogant Regal lord who insists that we have a connection, one
that could be the death of us both. The name Kyrion Caldaren strikes fear in
the hearts of people across the Archipelago Galaxy. As the leader of the
Arrows, the Imperium’s elite fighting force, I’m used to being a villain, as well
as the personal assassin of Lord Callus Holloway. Even the wealthy Regals
who live on the planet of Corios are afraid of me. But everything changes
when I meet Vesper Quill. I might be a powerful psion with telepathic,
telekinetic, and other abilities, but Vesper sees far too many of my secrets.
Thanks to an arcane, unwanted quirk of psionic magic, the two of us are
forced to work together to unravel a dangerous conspiracy and outwit the
deadly enemies who want to bend us to their will.
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A DASH OF DEVILRY – MARIE ANDREAS
BOOK #3 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 A Touch Of Magic, Book #2 A Slice Of
Sorcery. So begins the Challenge that every royal in
Astarious has had to complete to be able to be declared
an heir to the throne. It must be begun before their
twenty-first birthday and they can't be told of prior
Challenges. Piallen has waited impatiently through her two
older sister's Challenges. Waiting for the day that she would not only face
her own, but be able to hear their stories. Piallen prefers training with
sword and bow out in the woods over anything that takes place indoors.
Her excitement at her impeding Challenge is based more on being able to
prove her skills worthy, than any real love of wanting to be declared heir.
She has a feeling that being an heir will involve a lot more indoor time
whether she wants it or not. A shocking betrayal and attack from within the
palace itself throw all of the careful preparations for her Challenge off and
reveals unknown secrets about Piallen and the mysterious magic leak she's
had since she was a child. Fighting off the attackers, she finds herself pulled
into a strange land by a powerful and attractive sword wielding magebut it wasn't from the oracles. After a rousing sword fight, she, the
mage, and her grigeen companion find themselves flung into another
land. One where former allies turned enemies are mounting a massive
attack. To destroy Astarious.

Coming next month…
□ ARCHANGELS RESURRECTION – NALINI SINGH BK #15
□ THE SHADOWS OF CHRISTMAS PAST – FEEHAN/SIZEMORE
*REPRINT*
□ THIEF OF FATE – JUDE DEVERAUX BK #3 T/P
□ THE TRAITORS GAME – MJ SCOTT BK #2 T/P
□ RISE OF THE DEMON – DIANA ROWLAND BK #9
□ RAVEN UNVEILED – GRACE DRAVEN BK #3 T/P
□ THE SERPENT IN HEAVEN – CHARLAINE HARRIS BK #4 TP
□ GARRETTS DESTINY – REBECCA ZANETTI BK #15 T/P
□ THE AWAKENING – NORA ROBERTS BK #1 *REPACK*
□ THE BECOMING – NORA ROBERTS BK #2 *REPACK*
□ CHRISTMAS AT THORNE MANOR – KELLEY ARMSTRONG
BK #3.5 T/P
□ SWORD OF DARKNESS – KERI ARTHUR BK #2 T/P

□ CHRISTMAS EVE COWBOY – PALMER/PEARCE/FOSSEN
$25.95 “Once There Was A Lawman” by Diana Palmer. “Christmas Creek
Cowboy” by Delores Fossen. “Coming Home For Christmas” by Kate
Pearce.

□ RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER – ROBYN CARR BOOK #19 $27.95
*REISSUE* (ORIG 10/20) □ Start with Virgin River.

□ ROPING THE TEXAN – DIANA PALMER
$25.95 *REISSUE* *2 IN 1* (ORIG 1997) “Tyler” “Calhoun”

□ THE CHRISTMAS DRESS – COURTNEY COLE $25.95 *REPACK*.

□ THE SECOND CHRISTMAS – MARTA PERRY $25.95

□ RECKLESS FORTUNE – M M CRANE
BOOK #2 $25.95 □ Book #1 Bold Fortune.

□ THE CHRISTMAS VILLAGE – ANNIE RAINS
BOOK #2 $25.95 □ Book #1 The Summer Cottage.

□ SOMEBODY LIKE SANTA – JANET DAILEY
BOOK #5 $25.95 □ Start with My Kind of Christmas.

□ WISHING ON A CHRISTMAS COWBOY – SARA RICHARDSON
BOOK #1 $25.95

□ SUMMER AT HOPE HAVEN – KRISTIN HARPER $25.95

□ A CHRISTMAS PROMISE – NORA ROBERTS $27.95 *REISSUE*
(ORIG 1986) “A Will and a Way” “Home for Christmas”

M

□ HOME SWEET CHRISTMAS – SUSAN MALLERY BOOK #2 $35.00
□ ALL IS BRIGHT– RAEANNE THAYNE $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 The Christmas Wedding Guest.
□ BEST MAN RANCHER – MAISEY YATES
□ AT HOME ON MARIGOLD LANE – DEBBIE MASON
BOOK #2 $25.95 □ Book #1 Ranchers Forgotten Rival. Includes “Want Me,
BOOK #5 $25.95 □ Start with Summer on Honeysuckle Ridge.
Cowboy!”
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Preorders…
□ ALL ROADS LEAD TO YOU – JACKIE ASHENDEN BK #2 DUE 29/11
□ HOLDING OUT FOR A COWBOY – AJ PINE BK #1 DUE 29/11
□ HOPE CREEK – JANET DAILEY DUE 29/11
□ COLORADO COUNTRY – DIANA PALMER T/P DUE 29/11
□ THREE COWBOYS AND A BABY – KATE PEARCE BK #1 DUE 27/12
□ THE TRUE LOVE BOOKSHOP – ANNIE RAINS DUE 10/1
□ ONE NIGHT RANCHER– MAISEY YATES BK #3 DUE 24/1
□ BREAKING ALL THE RULES – AMY ANDREWS T/P DUE 24/1
□ THE FAMILY YOU MAKE – JILL SHALVIS BK #1 DUE 7/2
□ END OF STORY – KYLIE SCOTT T/P DUE 14/2

o

Coming next month…
□ MERRY CHRISTMAS COWBOY – MAISEY YATES BK #2
□ THE CHRISTMAS BOOKSHOP – JENNY COLGAN
*REPACK*
□ THE COWBOY COOKIE CHALLENGE – LORI WILDE BK #13
□ SANTA CRUISE – FERN MICHAELS *REPACK*
□ SUGAR PLUM WAY – DEBBIE MASON BK #4 *REISSUE*
□ A LITTLE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT – SHEILA ROBERTS
*REPACK*
□ SNOWFLAKES AND STARLIGHT – MACOMBER/ROSS/
SNOW *RI*
□ SECOND BRIDE DOWN – GINNY BAIRD BK #2
□ WYOMING HOMECOMING – DIANA PALMER BK #11
□ THE NEXT BEST DAY – SHARON SALA
□ LOVE FOR BEGINNERS – JILL SHALVIS BK #7 *REPACK*
□ BE YOUR EVERYTHING – CATHERINE BYBEE BK #2 T/P
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□ DREAMING OF A HEART LAKE CHRISTMAS – SARAH
ROBINSON BOOK #1 $25.95 Includes the “The Christmas Wish” by
Melinda Curtis.
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□ THE AMISH MATCHMAKER – AMY LILLARD $25.95

p

□ A MAGICAL NEW YORK CHRISTMAS – ANITA HUGHES
$25.95 *REPACK*
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□ JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS – CAROLYN BROWN
BOOK #3 $25.95 *REISSUE/RENAME* (ORIG 10/11) Originally
published as “Darn Good Cowboy Christmas”. □ Book #1 Love Drunk
Cowboy, □ Book #2 The Honeymoon Inn (Originally Reds Hot Cowboy).

r

□ HARMONY OF LIES – BRIAN FEEHAN BK #2 DUE 21/2
□ MOON STRUCK – LAUREN DANE BK #1 *REPRINT * DUE 21/2
□ Conquer The Kingdom – JENNIFER ESTEP BK #3 T/P DUE 7/3
□ THE QUEENS PRICE – ANNE BISHOP BK #12 H/C DUE 7/3
□ SMOLDER – LAURELL K HAMILTON BK #28 $49.95 H/C T/P
□ FOREVER – JR WARD BK #2 DUE 28/3
□ LASSITER – J R WARD BK #21 $49.95 H/C T/P DUE 11/4
□ WINGS ONCE CURSED AND BOUND – PIPER J DRAKE BK #1 TP
□ LOVING THE WOLF – PAIGE TYLER BK #14 DUE 9/5
□ A DANCE OF SMOKE AND STEEL – MILLA VANE BK #3
□ PROTECTED – LAUREN DANE BK #2 *REPRINT* DUE 23/5
□ WOLF ON THE WILD SIDE – TERRY SPEAR BK #1 DUE 6/6
□ AWAKENED – LAUREN DANE BK #3 *REPRINT* DUE 27/6
□ REDEMPTIONS EDGE – ALYSSA DAY BK #3 DUE 27/6

a

Preorders…
□ THE CHOICE – NORA ROBERTS BK #3 T/P & H/C DUE 22/11
□ LEOPARDS SCAR – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #14 DUE 29/11
□ CAST IN ETERNITY – MICHELLE SAGARA BK #18 T/P DUE 29/11
□ INTO THE WEST – MERCEDES LACKEY BK#2 H/C DUE 6/12
□ A HARD DAY FOR A HANGOVER—DARYNDA JONES BK #3 TP HC
□ SHENANIGANS – MERCEDES LACKEY T/P DUE 13/12
□ SWEEP OF THE HEART – ILONA ANDREWS BK#5 T/P
□ THE HERETIC ROYAL – G A AIKEN BK #3 T/P DUE 27/12
□ THE WOLF IS MINE – PAIGE TYLER BK #13 DUE 10/1
□ BACK IN A SPELL – LANA HARPER BK#3 DUE 10/1
□ RECOVERY ROAD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #8 DUE 24/1
□ HARBINGER – WEN SPENCER BK #5 *REPACK* DUE 31/1
□ WOLF TAKES THE LEAD – TERRY SPEAR BK #4 DUE 7/2
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TAHEREH MAFI’s SHATTER ME SERIES
CONCLUDES
FIND ME
BOOK #4.5 &5.5 $19.99 TRADE P/BACK
Start with Shatter Me. “Shadow Me” Juliette is still
reeling from Warner's betrayal, and Kenji is trying to
balance his friendship with her with his responsibilities as
a leader of the resistance against the Reestablishment.
Things get even more interesting when an unexpected person from
Omega Point’s past surfaces. “Reveal Me” Readers are brought back
to the Shatter Me world one last time
IMAGINE ME
BOOK #6 $19.99 TRADE P/BACK
Juliette Ferrars. Ella Sommers. Which is the truth and
which is the lie? Now that Ella knows who Juliette is and
what she was created for, things have only become more
complicated. As she struggles to understand the past that
haunts her and looks to a future more uncertain than ever,
the lines between right and wrong – between Ella and
Juliette – blur. And with old enemies looming, her destiny may not be
her own to control. The day of reckoning for the Reestablishment is
coming. But will the choice of which side to fight on be hers?

□ DEAD ON ARRIVAL – NICHOLE SEVERN $20.95
□ REUNION AT GREYSTONE MANOR – BONNIE VANAK $20.95

s
□ CAPTURED ON KAUAI – BARRY R FLOWERS
BOOK #2 $20.95 □ Book #1 The Big Island Killer.
□ STATE OF THE UNION – MARIE FORCE BK #3 $40.00 T/P
□ Book #1 State of Affairs, □ Book #2 State of Grace.
□ INTO THE STORM – RACHEL GRANT BOOK #1 $40.00 T/P
□ WOLF – ANNA HACKETT BOOK #1 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ THE LOST HART TRIPLET – NICOLE HELM BK #1 $20.95

D K HOOD □ DON’T LOOK BACK BOOK #13.5 $27.95 TRADE
P/BACK □ Start with Don’t Tell A Soul.
□ PREY FOR MERCY BOOK #14 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ CURSE OF SALEM – KAY HOOPER
BOOK #20 $27.95 *REPACK* □ Start with Stealing Shadows.

□ PROTECTED BY THE TEXAS RANCHER – KAREN WHIDDEN $20.95
□ MONTANA WILDERNESS PURSUIT – DANIKA WINTERS $20.95
LESLIE WOLFE □ THE ANGEL CREEK GIRLS BOOK #3 $35.00 T/P
□ Start with The Girl From Silent Lake.
□ THE GIRL ON WILDFIRE RIDGE BOOK #4 $35.00 T/P

Coming next month…
□ WHITE LIES – LISA RENEE JONES T/P
□ FALSE WITNESS – KARIN SLAUGHTER *REPACK*
□ A MCKITTRICK CHRISTMAS – LINDA LAEL MILLER *REISSUE*
□ THE MISSING – LISA CHILDS BK #3
□ KILLER VIEW – JOHANSEN/JOHANSEN BK #9 *REPACK*
□ DARK NIGHT – PAIGE SHELTON BK #3
□ TARGETED – EASON/BLACKBURN/WALTERS T/P
□ EAST OF ALICE – ANNIE SEATON T/P
□ BLIND TIGER – SANDRA BROWN *REPACK*
□ SUGARPLUM SPIES – JENNIFER ESTEP BK #2 T/P
□ LIGHTNING IN A MIRROR – JAYNE ANN KRENTZ *REPACK*
□ THE MURDER QUESTION – ALICE CASTLE BK #3 T/P
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□ UP CLOSE AND DEADLY – MARIE FERRAELLO $20.95

Preorders…
□ YOU CAN HIDE – REBECCA ZANETTI BK #2 DUE 29/11
□ CHRISTMAS RANSOM– BJ DANIELS BOOK #3 DUE 29/11
□ THE MURDER PLOT– ALICE CASTLE BK#4 T/P DUE 29/11
□ COWBOY JUSTICE AT WHISKEY GULCH – ELLE JAMES
□ SNOWED IN AT THE RANCH– RAEANNE THAYNE DUE 29/11
BOOK #6 $20.95 □ Start with Homicide At Whiskey Gulch.
□ STILL WATERS – SARA DRISCOLL BK #6 H/C DUE 29/11
□ DESPERATION IN DEATH – JD ROBB BK #55 $25.95 *REPACK* DUE
□ LOGAN – NYSSA KATHRYN BOOK #1 $35.00 T/P
27/12
□ BURIED DECEPTION – AMANDA MCKINNEY BK #1 $35.00 T/P □ HER DELTA FORCE PROTECTOR – SANDRA OWENS BK #2 DUE
27/12
□ ESCAPE FROM ICE MOUNTAIN – CASSIE MYLES $20.95
□ SLEEP NO MORE – JAYNE ANN KRENTZ BOOK #1 H/C T/P DUE 3/1
□ HIGH NOON – NORA ROBERTS $29.95 T/P *REISSUE*
□ A FACE TO DIE FOR – IRIS JOHANSEN BK #29 *REPACK* DUE 10/1
(ORIG 2007)
□ ENCORE IN DEATH – JD ROBB BK #56 H/C T/P DUE 7/2
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□ STRANGER ON THE ISLAND– LISA JACKSON
$25.95 *REISSUE/RENAME* Originally published as “Mystery Man”
91. Includes “Secret Delivery” by Delores Fossen

□ THE DUKES RULES OF ENGAGEMENT – JENNIFER HAYMORE
$25.95

y

□ HIS CONVENIENT DUCHESS – LOUISE ALLEN $22.95
□ LADY HELENAS SECRET HUSBAND – ELIZABETH BEACON
$22.95

□ SILVER TRAIL CHRISTMAS – NIK JAMES BOOK #3 $25.95 □ Book
#1 High Country Justice, □ Book #2 Bullets and Silver.

Preorders…
□ THE RELUCTANT COUNTESS – ELOISA JAMES BK #2 DUE 29/11
□ LADY MEETS EARL – CHRISTY CARLISLE BK #2 DUE 29/11
□ REMEMBER LOVE – MARY BALOUGH BK #1 DUE 27/12
□ A WICKED GAME – KATE BATEMAN BK #3 DUE 27/12
□ LADY WHISTLEDOWN STRIKES BACK – QUINN/ENOCH/ETAL
BK #2 *REISSUE* DUE 27/12
□ IN HER HIGHLANDERS BED – LYNSAY SANDS BK #11 DUE
24/1
□ HER LESSONS IN PERSUASION – MEGAN FRAMPTON BK #1
DUE 24/1
□ THE DUKE GETS EVEN – JOANNA SHUPE BK #4 DUE 24/1

y

□ THE HIGHLANDER AND THE QUEENS SACRIFICE –
HEATHER MCCOLLUM BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK.
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Coming next month…
□ THE DUKE ALONE – CHRISTI CALDWELL T/P
□ THE YULETIDE KISS – HUNTER/PUTNEYJEFFRIES *REPACK*
□ THE FURTHER OBSERVATIONS OF LADY WHISTLEDOWN – QUINN/
ENOCH/ETAL BK #1 *REISSUE*
□ SECRETLEY BOUND TO THE MARQUESS – DIANA GASTON
□ THE DUKES FAMILY FOR CHRISTMAS – SARAH MALLORY
□ A STOLEN KNIGHTS KISS – MELISSA OLIVER
□ UNDER THE MISTLETOE – MARGUERRITE KAYE
□ HOW TO SURVIVE A SCANDAL – CHRISTINE MERRILL
□ THE DUKE IN QUESTION – AMALIE HOWARD BK #3
□ MY DEAREST DUKE – KRISTIN VAYDEN BK #2
□ NEVER RESCUE A ROGUE – LORRAINE HEATH BK #2 T/P

□ TEMPTED BY HER OUTCAST VIKING – LUCY MORRIS $22.95
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□ SOMETHING IN THE HEIR – SUZANNE ENOCH
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK

AMANDA MCCABE
□ COUNTESS OF SCANDAL BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ DUCHESS OF SIN BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK

E

□ THE EARLS WAGER FOR A LADY – HELEN DICKSON $22.95

□ THE DUKE NOT TAKEN – JULIA LONDON
BOOK #2 $27.95 □ Book #1 Last Duke Standing.
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□ AN HEIRESS GUIDE TO DECEPTION AND DESIRE – MANDA
COLLINS BK #2 $25.95 □ Book #1 A Ladys Guide to Mischief and Mayhem.

□ HOW THE WALLFLOWER WAS WON – EVA LEIGH
BOOK #2 $25.95 □ Book #1 The Good Girls Guide to Rakes.
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□ THE DUKES DEFIANT CINDERELLA – PARKER J COLE $22.95

□ THE HIGHLANDERS HOLIDAY WIFE – VANESSA KELLY
BOOK #2 $25.95 □ Book #1 The Highlanders Irish Bride.
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□ THE DUKE ALONE – CHRISTI CALDWELL $35.00 T/P
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□ DUKE MOST WICKED – LENORA BELL
BOOK #3 $25.95 □ Book #1 Love is a Rogue, □ Book #2 The Dukes Own
Duke.
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□ HOW TO CHEAT THE MARRIAGE MART – MILLIE ADAMS
$22.95
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□ THE MURDER MUSEUM – ALICE CASTLE
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 The Murder Mystery.
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□ OVERKILL – SANDRA BROWN $32.99 TRADE P/BACK
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□ COLTONS ROGUE INVESTIGATION – JENNIFER D BOKOL $20.95
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□ BROKEN WINGS – CHELLE BLISS BOOK #3 $40.00 T/P
□ Book #1 Broken Sparrow, □ Book #2 Broken Dove.

□ SHADOW FALLEN – SHERRILYN KENYON
BOOK #31 $22.99 *REPACK* □ Start with Phantom Lover.
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□ A DASH OF DEVILRY – MARIE ANDREAS BK #3 $40.00 TRADE
P/BACK □ Book #1 A Touch Of Magic, □ Book #2 A Slice Of Sorcery.
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□ A TURN OF THE TIDE – KELLEY ARMSTRONG BK #3 $35.00
TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 A Stitch in Time, □ Book #2 A Twist of Fate

TAHEREH MAFI □ FIND ME BOOK #4.5 &5.5 $19.99 TRADE P/
BACK □ Start with Shatter Me. “Shadow Me” “Reveal Me”
□ IMAGINE ME BOOK #6 $19.99 TRADE P/BACK

□ SNARED – K N BANET
BOOK #2 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 Bounty.
AMANDA BOUCHET
□ A PROMISE OF FIRE BOOK #1 $22.99 *REISSUE* (ORIG 08/16)
□ BREATH OF FIRE BOOK #2 $22.99 *REISSUE* (ORIG 01/17)
□ HEART ON FIRE BOOK #3 $22.99 *REISSUE* (ORIG 01/18)
□ A CURSE OF QUEENS BOOK #4 $32.99 TRADE P/BACK

□ WITCHFUL THINKING – CELENSTINE MARTIN BOOK #1
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ AFTER THE BITE – LYNSAY SANDS
BOOK #35 $27.95 □ Start with A Quick Bite.
□ THE KISS CURSE – ERIN STERLING
BOOK #2 $32.99 TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 The Ex Hex.
□ CHRISTMAS WOLF SURPRISE – TERRY SPEAR BOOK #3
$25.95 □ Book #1 Joy to the Wolves, □ Book #2 The Best of Both Wolves.

□ SWEETWATER AND THE WITCH – JAYNE CASTLE
BOOK #12 $49.95 H/COVER $22.99 TRADE DUE 25/10
□ Start with Bridal Jitters.

JR WARD □ THE VIPER BK #3 $32.99 T/P $49.95 H/C
□ Book #1 The Jackal, □ Book #2 The Wolf.
□ LOVER ARISEN BK #20 $27.95 *REPACK* □ Start with Dark Lover.

REBECCA COFFINDAR
□ CROWNCHASERS BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ THRONEBREAKERS BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK

□ THE SHADE OF THINGS – DEBORAH WILDE
BOOK #5 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with Throwing Shade.

□ WHEN LIFE GIVES YOU VAMPIRES – GLORIA DUKE
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK

Preorders…
□ THE CHOICE – NORA ROBERTS BK #3 T/P & H/C DUE 22/11
□ LEOPARDS SCAR – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #14 DUE 29/11
□ CAST IN ETERNITY – MICHELLE SAGARA BK #18 T/P DUE 29/11
□ CHRISTINE FEEHAN
□ INTO THE WEST – MERCEDES LACKEY BK#2 H/C DUE 6/12
DARK TAROT BOOK #31 $25.95 *REPACK* Start with Dark Prince.
□ A HARD DAY FOR A HANGOVER—DARYNDA JONES BK #3 TP HC
DARK WHISPER BOOK #32 $49.95 H/C $32.99 TRADE P/BACK
□ SHENANIGANS – MERCEDES LACKEY T/P DUE 13/12
□ MAGIC TOUCH – A S FENICHEL BOOK #1 $35.00 T/P
□ SWEEP OF THE HEART – ILONA ANDREWS BK#5 T/P DUE 13/12
□ THE HERETIC ROYAL – G A AIKEN BK #3 T/P DUE 27/12
□ HEATHER GRAHAM VOICE OF FEAR
□ THE WOLF IS MINE – PAIGE TYLER BK #13 DUE 10/1
BOOK #38 $27.95 (140th book) □ Start with Phantom Evil.
□ BACK IN A SPELL – LANA HARPER BK#3 DUE 10/1
THE RISING BOOK #1 $27.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 12/17)
□ RECOVERY ROAD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #8 DUE 24/1
□ LUCKY ME - GENEVIEVE JACK $40.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ HARBINGER – WEN SPENCER BK #5 *REPACK* DUE 31/1
□ WOLF TAKES THE LEAD – TERRY SPEAR BK #4 DUE 7/2
□ BIERGARTEN OF THE DAMNED – SEANA KELLY
□ HARMONY OF LIES – BRIAN FEEHAN BK #2 DUE 21/2
BOOK #5 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with The Slaughtered Lamb
□ MOON STRUCK – LAUREN DANE BK #1 *REPRINT * DUE 21/2
Bookstore and Bar.
□ Conquer The Kingdom – JENNIFER ESTEP BK #3 T/P DUE 7/3
Coming next month…
□ THE QUEENS PRICE – ANNE BISHOP BK #12 H/C DUE 7/3
□ ARCHANGELS RESURRECTION – NALINI SINGH BK #15
□ SMOLDER – LAURELL K HAMILTON BK #28 $49.95 H/C T/P
□ THE SHADOWS OF CHRISTMAS PAST – FEEHAN/SIZEMORE DUE 21/3
*REPRINT*
□ FOREVER – JR WARD BK #2 DUE 28/3
□ THIEF OF FATE – JUDE DEVERAUX BK #3 T/P
□ LASSITER – J R WARD BK #21 $49.95 H/C T/P DUE 11/4
□ THE TRAITORS GAME – MJ SCOTT BK #2 T/P
□ WINGS ONCE CURSED AND BOUND – PIPER J DRAKE BK #1
□ RISE OF THE DEMON – DIANA ROWLAND BK #9
T/P DUE 11/4
□ RAVEN UNVEILED – GRACE DRAVEN BK #3 T/P
□ LOVING THE WOLF – PAIGE TYLER BK #14 DUE 9/5
□ THE SERPENT IN HEAVEN – CHARLAINE HARRIS BK #4 TP □ A DANCE OF SMOKE AND STEEL – MILLA VANE BK #3 DUE
□ GARRETTS DESTINY – REBECCA ZANETTI BK #15 T/P
23/5
□THE AWAKENING – NORA ROBERTS BK #1 *REPACK*
□ PROTECTED – LAUREN DANE BK #2 *REPRINT* DUE 23/5
□ WOLF ON THE WILD SIDE – TERRY SPEAR BK #1 DUE 6/6
□ THE BECOMING – NORA ROBERTS BK #2*REPACK*
□ AWAKENED – LAUREN DANE BK #3 *REPRINT* DUE 27/6
□ CHRISTMAS AT THORNE MANOR – KELLEY ARMSTRONG
□ REDEMPTIONS EDGE – ALYSSA DAY BK #3 DUE 27/6
BK #3.5 T/P
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□ ONLY BAD OPTIONS – JENNIFER ESTEP
BOOK #1 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK

□ SWORD OF DARKNESS – KERI ARTHUR BK #2 T/P
□ GOING TOO FAR – ABBI GLINES
$40.00 TRADE P/BACK

□ EARTHS DAUGHTER – EVE LANGLAIS
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ LEVIATHAN– BIANCA D’ARC
BOOK #3 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ Book #1 Waterborn, □ Book #2 Fathom.
□ GAME CHANGER – RACHEL REID
BOOK #1 $27.95
□ STOLEN BRIDE – SAMANTHA CAYTO
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ Book #1 Boi Bride, □ Book #2 Diplomats Bride.
□ NOTORIOUS – COCHET/BLAKE
BOOK #1 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK

Coming next month…
□ LUCIFERS SIN – LISA RENEE JONES BK #1 T/P
□ EARTHS LAIR – EVE LANGLAIS BK #2 T/P DUE 25/10

Forthcoming…
□ DECK THE MANE – EVE LANGLAIS BK #11 T/P DIE 30/11
□ ROGUE UNLOVED – EVE LANGLAIS BK #4 T/P DUE 6/12
Coming next month…
□YOURE A MEAN ONE MATHEW PRICE - TIMOTHY JANOVSKY BK #2 T/P
□ IN THE WEEDS – ANDREW GREY BK #2
□ HIS RELUCTANT COWBOY – A M ARTHUR BK #2
Preorders…
□ FIRE AND SAND—ANDREW GREY BK #1 DUE 3/1
□ NOTORIOUS – COCHET/BLAKE BK #2 T/P DUE 10/1
□ GO DOWN IN FLAMES – CHARLIE COCHET BK #2 DUE DTBD
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□ EXTRA WITCHY – ANN AGUIRRE BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK □ Book #1 Witch Please, □ Book #2 Boss Witch.

